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EQUITY WALK HANDBOOK, PART ONE, FOR WALKING THE EQUITY TALK
THE IMPACT OF ‘IDENTITY’ ON ‘EQUITY’

PREFACE

This EQUITY WALK HANDBOOK (EWH) is a tool for being introduced to my book

WALKING THE EQUITY TALK, a guide for culturally courageous leadership in school

communities (WTET), Corwin Press, 2012. The purpose of the EWH is to help the reader

access information and research of greatest interest on major equity issues and themes

elaborated upon in WTET. Both EWH and WTET are targeted to those who aspire to or are

currently in formal or informal leadership roles at the school district, school, and community

levels who want to enhance their effectiveness as equity leaders. The focus in EWH is the

leadership necessary for the achievement of academic and cultural excellence by African

American students. Equitable learning opportunities are essential for such excellence to

occur. The reader can use the handbook as a shortcut stand alone document to help them

more effectively walk their equity talk as culturally courageous leaders. However, EWH is

designed to primarily serve as a companion to WTET, by providing a synopsis of some

major equity issues, and guiding the reader to chapters, subtopics, or exercises in WTET

related to what is introduced in the handbook. Whenever you see a bold red number in

brackets like {1}, that informs the reader about the pages in WTET for additional information

on the topic. The handbook also includes information and sources not in WTET, based on

my writing and consultant practice. ‘Equity’ is defined as when students and adults are given

the support necessary to achieve identified educational outcomes, and not as when

they are given equal support to achieve specified outcomes. What is necessary is based on

need, not on whether all are getting the same instructional experience. This has vast

implications for differential professional development and customized instructional plans for

students.

The handbook is organized into four parts, each pulling from different chapters, facilitator

notes, and other documents in WTET. Each part uses various ways to try engaging the

reader with the content. The handbook is designed to stimulate critical reflection by the

reader to enhance their consciousness of how they can wrap some of their personal and/or

professional experiences around the content so it “pops” for them and others. Whenever the

reader sees words or phrases in bold print or underlined, it means one should give special

attention to what is being said and should take a moment to critically reflect on your feelings,
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reactions, and experiences related to what is in bold and/or underlined. Parts two, three, and

four of EWH provide the reader with more synopses of WTET and where to access the book

based on your interest.

INTRODUCTION
The multiple identities of students, teachers, parents, support staff, administrators and board

members have a profound impact on such personal characteristics as sense of self, perceptions

of others and of situations, values, priorities, and fears. When all of the above stakeholder

groups are engaged in the schooling process, their personal identities help shape the work and

learning environments, and thus the outcomes for students and adults. Moreover, if there isn’t

meaningful sustained collaboration to achieve equity by all stakeholders, their separate efforts

may be a lot of sound and fury, signifying nothing.

In school learning environments, communication, collaboration, conflict management, problem

solving, and leadership norms are a reflection of the people involved and all they bring to the

challenging tasks of effectively educating the historically underserved youth of America.

Whatever equity challenges are experienced can in part be traced to the identities of all school

community players. “What is” refers to the current learning and work conditions that may exist

in school districts and schools throughout the United States, regardless of their demographic

makeup. “What can be” refers to a new 21st century paradigm encapsulated in the concept of

“culturally courageous leadership,” created by the author.

Educators and families with children of school age in the 21st century are witnessing a sea

shift in the challenges and changes fundamentally impacting the teaching and learning process.

The new priorities in curricula, instruction, professional development, and instructional
leadership can potentially have positive or negative impact on historically underserved
students. Depending on how national and state educational priorities are undertaken within

school districts and individual schools, students labeled as low performing may get more

culturally responsive instruction and scaffolding opportunities to accelerate their achievement.

On the other hand, they may get even less or inadequate exposure to these instructional

practices. For example, greater emphasis on embedding critical thinking into curriculum and

instruction through project and problem based learning can lead to content that is either more or

less responsive to the lived realities, interests, and strengths of African and Hispanic American

students. It ultimately depends on the individual classroom teacher.
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Authentic cultural responsiveness by educators can contribute to greater student
motivation, effort, and engagement. These three characteristics must also be possessed by

educators on the firing line in schools, who must be highly motivated, expend great effort, and

be totally engaged in helping all students achieve to their maximum potential. If there is
inadequate support for teachers and administrators taking on very new roles and
identities, including the role of being equity leaders, underserved students may be left
even more behind. But we must acknowledge that the adults in schools are also historically
underserved, because they have rarely had the support and expectations needed to develop

equity consciousness that is put into practice with accountability for results. The standards and

performance criteria for students, teachers, and administrators must reflect a high
priority on building strong relationships, trust, and collaborative work within a culture

where rigorous equity priorities are valued by all. Success for equity largely depends on

congruence between what we want, what we believe, what we know, and what we do. Good
intentions are not enough.

MAKE IT PERSONAL [please journal your answers]
1. How do you define and apply your definition of “equity” in your work setting?

2. What are the standards and performance criteria you employ for yourself when it

comes to supporting equity?

3. What are two examples of your good intentions when it comes to equity?

“WHAT IS”

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RACIAL IDENTITY, ADULT AND STUDENT
OUTCOMES

WHAT DOES ‘PERSONAL IDENTITY’ HAVE TO DO WITH ACHIEVING EQUITY?

Look in the mirror. Who do you see? What were the paths you took that led to who you are

today when it comes to equity? What are some differences between what you espouse

regarding cultural diversity/social justice and what you actually invest in doing on an ongoing

basis to make equity happen? These are hard questions we may not ask ourselves. Maybe we

don’t want to know the answers.

When there is little critical reflection on who we are, why we are the way we are, and why
we do what we do, it may result in little consciousness about what we choose to ignore or
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let slide under the table when it comes to the treatment of human differences in society. Private

attitudes toward persons of different identity backgrounds play a major role in the functioning of

schools. When schools do not contribute in explicit ways to helping students from a very young

age come to know about the accomplishments and strengths of those past and present with

their cultural heritage, the consequences may be felt in generations to come. Akbar says the
first function of education is to provide identity, which lays the foundation for what
people will be able to do and what they must learn.{15} He further states that education in

all societies provides a foundation in one’s cultural identity, and has the responsibility to transmit

the legacy of competence and acquired immunities learned by earlier generations. He is talking

about the African legacy of competence and acquired immunities to the variety of
intellectual and social diseases such as institutional and cultural racism. Most of our
African American students do not have any idea of how their ancestors survived and
sometimes thrived despite centuries of horrific oppression.(Browder, 2012)

In the United States, most of the schooling, even that well intended, has not helped
African American and other students of color to have a foundation in their cultural
legacy. On the contrary, they have been indoctrinated for the most part in the legacy of white

America as defined by white America. Public schooling in the United States is designed to

prepare students to support the status quo of power and authority, and to assimilate within the

dominant culture. When African American students revolt against such pressure to fit in and

accept the way things are, they often experience negative consequences in a variety of ways.

When explicit in-depth efforts aren’t made to help students of African descent to know
who they are and who they can become without giving up their identity, and when efforts
aren’t made to help educators become more culturally responsive in their jobs, equitable
opportunities and outcomes are less likely.

We should not try to talk about healthy identities and equity for the historically underserved

without talking about the role of schools in addressing persistent racial prejudice, conflict, racial

oppression, and social injustice, past and present, in the United States, and throughout the

world. Think about that for a moment. What topics should be included in such discussions, and

what would the discussions look, sound, and feel like? Many adults of all backgrounds recoil

from any discussion even coming close to such topics, because they think they will be
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personally attacked [e.g. called a racist] or they don’t want to get upset because of what others

say.{29-30} Within most schools, African American students may not feel there is any way they

can influence change in what and how they are taught. For example, at the secondary level,

students might want to learn more about oppression and ask why the ‘lived realities’ they

experience in their own communities on a daily basis are seldom discussed in the classroom as

part of regular lessons. Personal and institutional practices in schools may alienate many

African American students and discourage them from making their best effort as students. But

very few school districts and schools address the issue of immersing ‘cultural’ and equity

content into the regular instructional program on an ongoing basis and tying it to day to day

functioning, because it has implications for major change in how school equity initiatives are

presently conceived and implemented, and also for how schooling in America needs to change

for social justice to occur.

School districts use some kind of participatory process to develop broad vision and mission

statements related to equity, which are then ostensibly used to guide department and school

site plans of all kinds, with data required to demonstrate outcomes related to the vision, mission,

key values, organizing principles, goals and objectives. Implicitly this process is designed to

influence the thinking, priorities and actions of all adults, who are held responsible for meeting

certain expectations and participating in specific work processes. Within all of this in most
districts, there is little if any explicit attention to who will do what with whom, when, and
for how long, to develop and institutionalize systems, not disconnected activities, for
achieving equitable learning opportunities and outcomes, a term never defined in
observable measurable ways. Many equity plans do not explicitly deal with identity
issues as part of the mainstream curriculum, when it is basic to what systemic changes
need to be seriously considered. In other words, in many school districts, there is no
accountability for equity as defined above, from the board level to the classroom and
community level.. There may even be private beliefs that culturally responsive instruction, as

defined in the education literature,{50}{59} is not key to accomplishing achievement goals for

African American and other students of color. But if that belief exists, it is rarely articulated in

public. All organizations [including school districts], are perfectly aligned to get the
results they get (Arthur Jones).

MAKE IT PERSONAL [please journal your answers]
1. What are two of your priorities based on your personal equity consciousness?
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2. What do you want to improve in order to enhance your equity leadership?

3. If you were to take on the role of seeking the support of peers at your school for greater

priority on student identity development, what leadership savvy would you need?

HOW DO RACIAL ATTITUDES AND EXPERIENCES IMPACT THE IDENTITIES OF
STUDENTS AND TEACHERS IN THE UNITED STATES?

One’s identities have a major influence on how they perceive others, on their self esteem, self-

confidence in any area, aspirations, motivation, and effort expended in various aspects of life.

The identities of teachers, parents, and students have major impact on the teaching and

learning process. The relationships formed, expectations communicated, trust and respect

engendered or not engendered, are in part a reflection of identities developed over time. Many

educators may not consciously think about the ways that prejudice and institutional racism

influence how they define themselves, regardless of their race, primary language, gender, or

sexual orientation. Most schools in the United States subtlety and not so subtlety influence their

students’ perception of who is entitled and has special privileges In our society. Schools are a

microcosm of what is happening in the larger society. The cultural lens and filters we use when

observing, perceiving, responding, analyzing, judging, and taking action are largely determined

by our identities, and the strength of our various identities (e.g. race/ethnicity, language, religion,

socioeconomic status, sexual orientation, age, phenotype characteristics, geographic location,

job, education, etc.) {13}

Racial identities in the United States have evolved over the last fifty years but may be the same

in some respects. Some seminal research in the 70’s revealed diverse levels of racial identity.

{17}
The researchers described variations in the racial identity of persons in groups of color at that

time, and I have found similar manifestations of identity in my work up to and including the

present time. White levels of racial identity:
1. denying or being oblivious to white privilege, avoiding discussions about racism

2. avoidance of participation in racial oppression, coming to terms with white privilege,

relinquishing of White privilege, being activists against many forms of oppression

Black levels of racial identity:
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1. assimilationist, with little emphasis on group identity

2. miseducation, with acceptance of inaccurate and stereotypical information about Black

people with hesitancy to engage Black culture

3. self hatred, with self loathing regarding being Black

4. nationalist, with focus on giving weight to being Black and to nation building in a cultural

sense

5. biculturalist , with emphasis on being both Black and American

6. multiculturalist, with fusing of three or more personal identities

Latino levels of racial identity:
1. causal, with no identification with their ethnic culture, which they associate with poverty

and prejudice, and an inclination to seek assimilation because they equate it with life

success

2. cognitive, with high acceptance of their culture and ethnicity, causing increased self

esteem, after experiencing disillusionment with assimilation. They are disposed to

reclaim their culture of origin.

HOW DOES YOUR RACIAL IDENTITY LEVEL IMPACT HOW YOU TEACH?
Schools don’t have an “identity curriculum,” per se, but they influence the identity of all persons

in the school and those related to the school, such as parents/caregivers. The “hidden
curriculum” in all schools has great sway on students’ attitudes about school, self, and
others, and helps determine the degree of difficulty in achieving equity. The

teacher/student relationship is a part of the hidden curriculum. The ‘content’ of this curriculum

includes teacher expectations, discipline practices, and the communication/problem

solving/conflict management norms among students and between students and teachers. This

curriculum is a large part of what students learn in school, and what they remember decades

later about school. An equitable hidden curriculum is key to achievement success by the

historically underserved.{21}

Educators also develop professional identities that are influenced by the racial climate and
interplay of privileges and biases in the larger society. A socialization process occurs

during the teacher credentialing process and then on the job,{32} which may greatly influence

teachers’ attitudes and behaviors, as well as what is acceptable and not acceptable, e.g. the

sacred cows and taboos when it comes to seeking equity.{48-49} There is often an
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unacknowledged hierarchy among teachers, based on the students assigned to their classes

(which they help determine) and based on particular sections (e.g. college bound) of courses

taught. A teacher of gifted students, AP classes, or of very popular elective courses, may

perceive themselves and be perceived as higher on the totem pole. Teaching more privileged
students is sometimes ipso facto perceived as an indicator of being a more qualified or
master teacher. There aren’t just pockets of privilege among students, but also among

teachers.

The professional identities of educators may or may not be in sync with their personal identities.

An alarming percentage of new teachers leave the profession before their fifth year on the job.

Some major reasons given are the overwhelming nature of the job, even more so in low income

communities, their lack of preparation for the challenges they encounter, the lack of support

received to do the job expected, and in some cases, the internal conflict between what they
want to be as a teacher and what they are socialized to do.{30, 60} Leaders, whether they

are students, teachers, parents, administrators, or support staff, may unwittingly contribute to

stress and conflict in schools. Whether and how mediation of conflict occurs is largely a function

of the identities various stakeholders bring to any situation.

Even when equity is loudly articulated as a goal and a commitment, all may not be what it
appears to be, because the conscious or unconscious intentions of those who espouse
equity may be counterproductive. Personal agendas must be more transparent and subject

to critical scrutiny for schools as organizations to develop infrastructures that both support
the nurturance of equity leaders and help keep everyone accountable via performance

based criteria for equitable outcomes. Without such accountability, persons can espouse the

need for more culturally responsive curricula and instruction and see themselves as non-

prejudiced, but privately harbor negative feelings and beliefs about African, Hispanic, or Native

Americans. That is “aversive racism.”{25} Our identities unconsciously influence what we

mean when we articulate support for equity. Our real feelings may reflect aversive or

dysconscious racism{153, 239-240}, unconscious incompetence{144-45}, cultural

blindness,{129, 143} and/or cultural destructiveness, including self hate. All of us have been

influenced by what we were taught or not taught, how we were treated during our formative

years, and what we just accept as the way things are and will always be.
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MAKE IT PERSONAL [please journal your answers]
1. In your work setting, what would be one characteristic of an ‘equitable hidden

curriculum?’

2. Complete the short survey below in chart 1a, which is from WTET, and then journal your

memories, thoughts and feelings stimulated by items in the survey.{22-24}

CHART 1a. FACTORS THAT MAY INFLUENCE YOUR PERSONAL IDENTITY

FACTOR

CHECK FIVE FACTORS
THAT MOST INFLUENCED
YOUR IDENTITY IN THE

8TH GRADE

CHECK FIVE FACTORS
THAT MOST INFLUENCE
YOUR IDENTITY AT THE

PRESENT TIME

1. Race, ethnicity, nationality, gender,
sexual orientation, & perception
of respect received based on
above

2. Socioeconomic circumstances (e.g.

income level of family or self, job

occupations and social status in the

community)

3. How teachers and students react to

particular human differences,

including disabilities, & portrayal of

differences in instructional materials

4. Personal experience of biases

5. Personal phenotype characteristics,

such as body type, skin color, facial

features, height, weight, & hair

length/texture

6. Primary language and/or dialect,
and fluency in academic English

7. Geographic location of primary
residence(s) where you grew up in
the United States or elsewhere
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8. Religious beliefs/practices

You were asked what you felt was a major influence on your identity in the eighth grade because

of what is known about the challenges and perils of adolescence, which may have profound

impact on students’ trajectory and possibilities for some time to come. Identities can become

frozen in some respects based on traumatic experiences during this time in life.

All of the above variables have enormous influence on relationships in school communities. For

example, teachers have ideas about how they would like to be treated by students and parents,

and vice versa. Student attitudes, behaviors, academic readiness levels, and learner

characteristics, when combined with the major factors influencing teacher identities, can result in

teacher/student conflict. Similarly, students’ racial identity, life experiences, and past schooling

experiences may influence how they perceive some of their teachers, causing conflict. The factors

in the above survey cover some but not nearly all of the areas where your personal experiences

influence your identity. Humans don’t have just one identity, they have multiple identities
based on the influences in their life. When schools have personnel issues or student behavior

issues, there is the pretense that objective criteria are employed to make judgments and

decisions. That is a very simplistic approach to addressing the issues. The impact of personal

and/or professional identities of all persons involved are not explicitly addressed when trying to

manage the situations, but their identities often influence the positions of those in the room and

influence what decisions are made. Race is the ultimate elephant in the room that no one
may want to admit is one of the salient factors in the school and school community
environment, but they may talk privately about situations and persons in racial terms. For

example, when student study teams are convened to address the special needs of a particular

student of color, the process may seem very equitable and include all relevant parties in the

deliberations, but that does not mean there is any attention given to the impact of the elephant in

the room, when it comes to what has been done or needs to be done for the student. Wrap
around services [if they actually occur] for addressing diverse student needs may not ever
consider racial dynamics, and in fact may assiduously avoid scrutiny of such dynamics.

MAKE IT PERSONAL [please journal your answers]

1. How does racial identity in general impact WHAT is taught in your work setting?

2. What triggers you to be more in tune with one of your multiple identities?
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THE LIVES OF STUDENTS AND STAFF IN KING-TUBMAN MIDDLE SCHOOL

The interface of race, culture, language, and socioeconomic class is unique in every school

based on the personalities and power dynamics in a particular setting, and the history of the

school. But there are also some patterns across schools. Well meaning staff can sometimes

have biased stereotypes and lower expectations for students based on who the students are

and based on little interaction between parent & teacher.

DESCRIPTION OF KING-TUBMAN: King-Tubman is a relatively new middle school created ten

years ago. There is an increase in the anxieties of all stakeholder groups because of a ‘change

in the makeup of the student population,’ which is code language for meaning there are more

students of color, more students from lower income homes, and a new majority of students

whose primary language is not English. Student enrollment is also lower as some students have

been transferred by their parents to more affluent so called ‘higher achieving’ schools. Students

entering 6th grade are now on average close to two years below grade level compared to an

average of less than one year below grade level six years ago. Several veteran teachers have

left and replaced by brand new teachers.

ASSIGNMENT FOR THE READER:
Based on the above very brief description of King-Tubman (K-T), follow the directions

provided below to respond to each prompt in chart 1b. The purpose is to elicit your

perspective on conditions you think may negatively impact equity in K-T, and to see
what your priorities would be if you were a stakeholder (e.g. teacher,
administrator, counselor, parent, etc.) in K-T. Make sure you answer the prompts

based on your personal job related experiences in K-12 education, particularly your gut

feelings about the needs in your current school, as a basis to determine what conditions

likely exist in K-T and need priority attention.

CHART 1b. WHICH CONDITIONS MAY EXIST IN KING-TUBMAN MIDDLE
SCHOOL?
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CULTURAL
DEMOCRACY:
BASED ON YOUR
EXPERIENCE, CIRCLE
THE ITEMS THAT
REPRESENT WHAT
YOU THINK MIGHT BE
HAPPENING IN KING-
TUBMAN BASED ON
THE DESCRIPTION
GIVEN

GRIM CONTINUITIES:
BASED ON YOUR
EXPERIENCE, CIRCLE
THE ITEMS THAT
REPRESENT WHAT
YOU THINK MIGHT BE
HAPPENING IN KING-
TUBMAN BASED ON
THE DESCRIPTION
GIVEN.

RHETORIC VS.
REALITY:
BASED ON YOUR
EXPERIENCE, CIRCLE
THE ITEMS THAT
REPRESENT WHAT
YOU THINK MIGHT BE
HAPPENING IN KING-
TUBMAN BASED ON
THE DESCRIPTION
GIVEN.

THE PRIORITY
LEARNING & WORK
CONDITIONS YOU
WOULD ADDRESS;
SELECT NO MORE
THAN A TOTAL OF
FIVE CONDITIONS
YOU CIRCLED IN THE
OTHER THREE
COLUMNS. WRITE
YOUR FIVE ITEMS
BELOW IN PRIORITY
ORDER.

Curriculum content in

most subjects does not

build upon African

American students’ life

experiences, enhance

their academic

readiness levels, and/or

capitalize on their

learning styles.

Many teachers feel the

more things change, the

more they stay the

same.

There are some

gradualist efforts to

implement more

culturally relevant

curriculum and

instruction, without any

discussion of the status

quo societal

relationships of power,

privilege, and control.

Some teachers,

parents, and community

representatives feel

they don’t have

meaningful participation

in the decision making

process about school

policy and practice, and

are waging a war over

which persons and

factions should have

more or less influence

on school priorities.

Student motivation and

effort, as well as teacher

motivation and effort

continue to deteriorate

as partially reflected in

higher teacher

absenteeism and

student transiency

School community

protests about

inequities or poor

leadership are usually

short lived, with no

ongoing efforts to raise

the critical

consciousness and

mobilization of various

stakeholders, such as

parents, community

persons, students,

support staff, and

teachers at King-

Tubman.
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The structure and

culture of the school

don’t support equitable

learning opportunities,

which may be

compromised by staff

assignments, student

scheduling, and

teacher-teacher working

relationships, including

cross cultural

relationships.

There is an increase in

new teachers to the

school who feel

unprepared and a lack

of support for the

demands of the job at

King-Tubman; some

blame their

credentialing program

and others blame the

lack of administrative

support and relevant

professional

development.

Inadequate resources

are allocated by the

school district and

school site for

institutionalizing a

commitment to

equitable inputs and

outcomes, as reflected

in systemic strategies

for change.

Students do not have

opportunities to learn

about their cultural

heritage and social

justice concerns of the

community in which

they live.

Increased cultural

conflicts in the school

community contribute

to some faculty not

feeling physically or

emotionally safe,

because of perceived

threats to their status

and dignity.

There is dysfunctional

cultural dissonance

within and across

teacher, parent, and

community groups, who

need to build more trust

& engage in joint efforts.

Since the change in

student demographics,

many of the families

from lower SES

backgrounds feel

looked down upon and

that they have little

status and respect.

The makeup of the

informal leadership at

the school has not kept

up with the changes in

staff and student

population.

Students and parents of

color are not nurtured

as resources that can

provide input to and

help monitor

implementation of

equity initiatives.

Some students act on

actual slights and

develop resentments

that have led to

increased disciplinary

referrals and

suspensions.

School site

administrators spend

very little time in the

classroom other than the

contract requirement for

formal evaluations, and

also don’t make efforts

during staff meetings to

There is a gap between

what is said or stated in

plans, and in board and

community meetings

about collaborative

efforts, and what is

actually done to achieve

equity.
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promote more culturally

responsive teaching.

In a couple of subject

matter departments,

teachers don’t agree on

many instructional

issues, resulting in very

contentious faculty

meetings on occasion,

and few common

priorities.

Some with the political

will to lead equity

transformation don’t

have the skills; a few

have some skills, but

not the will, and some

have both but don’t

have the time. Some

take on equity

leadership, but don’t

follow through.

The above categories: cultural democracy, grim continuities, and rhetoric vs. reality, are

chapters in WTET,{27-69} and provide the reader with several examples of the

dynamics in schools when trying to provide equitable learning opportunities. The items in

each category are based on the research and literature cited in WTET, and based on the

author’s professional experiences as an education consultant and district administrator.

You should have identified five choices in the column asking you to identify your

priorities from the options you circled in the other columns. Three of the twenty options

are briefly discussed at a macro level, to illustrate the personal and organizational

challenges faced when attempting to achieve equity for African American students and

other students of color.

The structure and culture of the school don’t support
equitable learning opportunities

Achieving equitable educational opportunities and outcomes requires systemic change

in how schools are organized to achieve equity goals. The guiding principles for how

schools are organized are based on cultural influences, such as beliefs, values,

customs, traditions, the existing power/authority relationships, the entry level

requirements in the workplace, the acceptance criteria for further schooling (e.g.

university and career training), and the expectations of those with influence in the larger

society on a national and state level. Any proposed change that enhances attention
and priority given to historically underserved African American students will be
subject to covert critical scrutiny to see how threatening the change will be to
existing privileges possessed by many under the current way of providing
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education. Examples of structural norms are time allocations (the way students and

adults spend their time), what is taught (and not taught), as well as the roles teachers

play with students, each other, and with staff assigned to support them.

Examples of destructive cultural norms{51-53} are espousing equity but covertly working

against it, dysfunctional interpersonal and intergroup relationships, including disrespect

when communication occurs, when topics for discussion are chosen, when problems are

identified, when attempts are made to solve them, and when decisions are made about

who will be involved in the decision making process. These dynamics of difference in

schools reflect a toxic climate and are counterproductive to achieving equitable learning

opportunities and outcomes. They are not easily but can be overcome. In a nutshell, the

structure and culture are reflected in the ongoing tension between maintaining cultural

hegemony and increasing cultural democracy in school communities.{28-29}{32}{47}

Students and parents of color are not nurtured as resources that can
provide input to and help monitor implementation of equity initiatives.

There is an ongoing saga going on in some progressive culturally diverse school

communities, revolving around whether and how to increase the opportunities for

parents and students to play a larger role in improving the teaching and learning

process. Opening that door has several implications for the responsibility of the school

district and schools to empower secondary students and parents at all levels. They need

to be prepared for larger roles related to providing input on teaching and learning, using

an equity lens. When prepared in respectful and culturally responsive ways, parents and

students can play meaningful roles related to equity in school problem identification,

problem solving, site planning, and decision making. For example, they can serve as

classroom observers when the principal leads a small group in observation of all classes

in the school for identification of problems of practice, not for any evaluative

observation.{217-34} They can also be observers, and when appropriate, participants or

presenters in staff meetings when equity issues are being discussed. There may be a lot

of resistance to the above roles for parents and students from those who want to be

isolated from any scrutiny that can possibly provide a different point of view on what is

being attempted and what is needed. To achieve equitable learning opportunities and

outcomes, there is a need for more equitable involvement of the clients schools serve,
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namely parents and students. This could be a change in the power relations in schools,

and if carefully thought through, can be a very positive development. There is a great

need for involving parents and students in team and trust building within their groups,

and with representatives from other stakeholder groups, to improve their working

together. This is especially important when trying to address sensitive issues related to

race, culture, language, and socioeconomic background. Sometimes, different

racial/cultural groups or different stakeholder groups like teachers, parents, support staff,

etc. do not feel comfortable engaging in such activities because they think others will

reject them or their peers will suspect them of ‘selling out’ if they work collaboratively

with other groups. The implicit assumption is that groups will lose power if they work

together. Another assumption is if one racial group gets more support, others will get

less. That is a scarcity mentality.{55} It is difficult enough to conceive, plan, and

implement an equity initiative without such conflicts among diverse groups in school

communities. Any signs of such activity should be respectfully discouraged because it

will greatly compromise any equity effort.

There is dysfunctional cultural dissonance within and across teacher,
parent, and community groups, who need to build more trust & engage in

joint efforts
An elephant on the ceiling (i.e. something that is very apparent but no one wants to

acknowledge or deal with it) in school districts is the conflict within specific racial/ethnic,

cultural, language, and socioeconomic level groups, as well as within teacher, parent,

and community groups.{51} Such dissonance is illustrated by participants in one

cultural, ethnic, or nationality group or sub group perceiving conflict between a set of

rules for their group and the rules of another. Examples of conflicts are those based on

perceptions, ethics, identity, and spirituality (blog by Montano, 2016). Unless there is

concerted unrelenting effort over time to build trust within and across groups, and to

effectively communicate and manage conflict without verbal assassination, it will be

even more difficult to engage in meaningful collaboration to achieve equitable

opportunities and educational outcomes. What we perceive & hear isn’t necessarily
what the other said or meant.

MAKE IT PERSONAL [please journal your answers]
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1. What is most pertinent to your work reality in the three conditions discussed

above, and what will you do about such conditions if you experience them?

2. What are other conditions from chart 1b. above that you think need high priority

in your school or district wide? What is the data supporting your answer?

“WHAT CAN BE”
So what? This is a question asked at the end of chapter one in WTET. Do any of the

conditions described above exist in your world, and if so, what are you and your

colleagues doing about it? In many places, the response is to develop a “spray and pray”

strategy, which is essentially implementing a variety of activities to move toward equity

(not defined in detail), but consciously or unconsciously avoid any change in the
philosophy and governing principles of the district that perpetuate cultural
hegemony. So business as usual continues at the district and school site level in most

cases, because what was implemented is not a systemic intervention but a superficial

set of totally voluntary activities that do not disturb any ongoing functioning. CCL is

needed to facilitate systemic change when addressing all of the issues introduced in part

one of EWH, because it requires taking calculated risks in a collaborative manner to

transform personal and organizational barriers to equitable learning opportunities and

outcomes. That requires the development of equity consciousness and changing what is

done and how it is done in the schooling enterprise. Culturally courageous leadership
(CCL) in school communities is the right concept at the right time for all schools.

There are four components to the CCL paradigm, which are as follows:{116-148}
� Collaborative leadership for equity by all school community stakeholders

o A distinction of CCL is it’s inclusiveness, and focus on collaboration by
all, including those not thought of as needing to be an integral part of the

effort

� Seven principles of culturally courageous leadership

o The principles are also characteristics of culturally courageous leaders,

and are being committed caregivers, cultural consumers,
consummate conciliators, conscientious coaches, courageous
change masters, community organizers, and communication gurus
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o The CCL principles stress specific actions needed to achieve equitable

learning opportunities and outcomes. For example, ‘communication

gurus’ must have interpersonal competence when dealing with persons

having a variety of identities, needs, and racial/cultural backgrounds.

Gurus are able to diagnose their own and others work and

communication styles as well as diagnose when situational leadership is

needed, and respond accordingly. They facilitate commitment to equity

via use of their communication and team building skills.

� Pursue both personal and organizational transformation refers to engaging

in deep seated ongoing introspection followed by an internal and external

makeover and growth in individuals & in schools as an organization, to end the

hegemonic schooling experienced by all students, regardless of their

racial/cultural background

� Adeptly navigate the politics of implementation
o The politics of implementation has six dimensions needing attention, and

refers to using the CCL principles as appropriate to heal & deal with

resistance and possibly sabotage when equity initiatives are undertaken.

Such initiatives may challenge existing power/authority relationships and

will be perceived by some as threats to them and the status quo. Equity

politics usually involves having to lessen resistance and struggle due to

competing interests. Culturally courageous leaders must use savvy to

navigate political landmines and achieve their goals. Developing and

nurturing an internal and external constituency of support is essential.

Supportive relationships are critical.

MAKE IT PERSONAL [please journal your answer]
� Is the development of CCL feasible in your school to tackle equity barriers, such

as those described above, & what do you think it will take for you to practice
CCL?
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INTRODUCTION

This EQUITY WALK HANDBOOK (EWH) is a tool for being introduced to my book WALKING
THE EQUITY TALK (WTET), a guide for culturally courageous leadership in school
communities, Corwin Press, 2012. The purpose of the EWH is to help the reader access
information and research of greatest interest on major equity issues and themes elaborated
upon in WTET. Both EWH and WTET are targeted to those who aspire to or are currently in
formal or informal leadership roles at the school district, school, and community levels who want
to enhance their effectiveness as equity leaders.

The focus in EWH is the leadership necessary for the achievement of academic and cultural
excellence by African American students (AAS).

Equitable learning opportunities are essential for such excellence to occur. Readers can use the
handbook as a stand-alone document to help them more effectively walk their equity talk as
culturally courageous leaders. However, EWH is designed to primarily serve as a companion to
WTET, by providing a synopsis of some major equity issues, and guiding the reader to chapters,
subtopics, or exercises in WTET related to what is introduced in the handbook.

Part one of EWH focuses on how people define themselves (i.e. their identity) has a lot to do
with how they live their lives, and how they impact educational conditions and student
outcomes. The following topics were addressed:

��Relationships between individual racial identity levels, adult [administrators
and teachers] performance outcomes, and student educational outcomes

��The impact of racial attitudes and experiences on identities of students and
teachers

��Relationships between school culture, structure, and equitable learning
opportunities

��Students and parents of color as resources to help implementation of equity
initiatives

��Dysfunctional cultural dissonance within and across teacher, parent, and
community groups

�� Intro to the four components of Culturally Courageous Leadership

Part two of EWH focuses on engaging the reader in analyzing a two part vignette that describes
some conditions and dynamics in Oak Bluffs middle school. The vignette is based on real
conditions and dynamics in schools with whom I had an extensive relationship as an
administrator or consultant. The reader is asked to use the vignette as a point of departure for
assessing their work setting when it comes to biases and barriers to AAS achievement. In
addition, readers learn about how culturally courageous leadership could help address the
issues discussed in the Oak Bluffs vignettes and in their own school when addressing biases
and barriers. The approach in part two of the EWH is to invite the reader to get engaged in
responding to learning and work environment conditions that negatively impact AAS, as
a way of introducing some of the issues addressed in chapters 5, 6, 7, 8, & 9 of WTET. When
you see red numbers in a bracket, e.g.{80-84}, that is a reference to pages in WTET where
additional information can be found on the subject next to the numbers. Remember EWH is
designed as an introduction to WTET.
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Before going any further, it is necessary to provide a brief introduction to “culturally courageous
leadership” and “culturally responsive instruction” which will be elaborated upon within part two
as the vignette below is discussed.

��Culturally courageous leadership requires increasing awareness of and confronting what
is hiding in plain sight: what we perceive as our individual and group status within the
society as a whole, and within particular settings. There are persons and groups that
have widely varying privileges in school communities, which can result in some toxic
cultural politics contributing to inequitable learning opportunities. Cultural politics
includes in-fighting within groups and between groups over conflicting perspectives,
agendas, and priorities caused by their cultural and equity lens. A result is the formation
of alliances among like-minded persons who want to maintain or improve their status, or
maintain the influence of their point of view in the school community.

��Culturally courageous leaders give ongoing priority to increasing their equity
consciousness:

o Of cultural influences on self and on the school/school district as an organization
o Of how an organization’s culture (i.e. beliefs & values) influences structures (e.g.

who is hired & fired, how time is spent, and what is taught) in the organization
o Of the difference between equitable and inequitable learning opportunities
o Of the interface between cultural hegemony & inequitable learning opportunities
o Of the interface between cultural democracy and equitable learning opportunities

� Culturally courageous leaders engage in continual critical reflection on whether/how their
own culture/beliefs/values/mores might influence them to consciously or unconsciously
develop implicit and explicit biases that result in policies and practices unfavorable to
historically underserved students (e.g. the belief that poverty alone is the primary cause
of low achievement, rather than race being a major variable).

� Culturally courageous leaders provide collaborative leadership to school district and
school transformation in the organizational culture and structures, so biases and barriers
to equitable learning opportunities and outcomes are removed through conscious
deliberate adherence to specific principles and practices.{110-20}

Culturally responsive instruction (CRI) has been conceptualized in a variety of ways by many
scholars and practitioners. In a nutshell, such instruction gives priority during mainstream
teaching and learning and additional programs, to the cultural characteristics/heritage, life
experiences, struggles, strengths, learning styles, needs, and interests of students from all
racial, language, cultural and socio-economic backgrounds, in particular those who have been
historically underserved in the United States, past and present. There is research supporting the
relationship between CRI and increased academic outcomes. {50, 78}

CRI is an instructional paradigm embedded for decades in the movement for social justice and
cultural democracy in the United States. It has been called many names, among them
intergroup relations, ethnic studies, diversity curriculum, and multicultural education. How such
priority is manifested is an ongoing debate between those who say they embrace the concept,
and it takes many forms, based on the politics within particular educational contexts.
Unfortunately, the CRI focus is often done in a cosmetic manner, with no breath or depth, as
well as no serious examination of whether there is inherent bias in how schools are run.
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The reader is strongly encouraged to journal responses to the prompts provided below to maximize
your experience when reading this handbook. Sometimes, you will also be asked to assess
information you are given, enabling critical reflection on your beliefs, assumptions, and choices.

PART ONE OF VIGNETTE ON OAK BLUFFS MIDDLE SCHOOL:
Some leadership challenges when trying to improve equitable learning opportunities

DIRECTIONS: read the vignette below and take notes on information that stands out for you.

In the last five years, Oak Bluffs has initiated a number of instructional
initiatives, all for the purpose of enhancing the school’s response to the
needs of a “changing student population.” Approximately 80% of the student
population is composed of students of color, most of whom speak Spanish as
their primary language. Last year, when 6th grade students arrived, they
were on average over two years below grade level in English and almost
three years below grade level in math (i.e. below basic or far below basic,
now characterized as not meeting standard), with African American students
having the lowest scores on state mandated testing. Another concern of
some parents, educators, and community leaders in the last two years is the
growing number of disciplinary referrals and suspensions of African American
students. At the same time this has happened, there has been teacher
resistance to no paid planning time for implementing culturally responsive
instructional strategies (CRI), which were recently the focus of site
professional development. Because of the ESL program, there is more
emphasis on culturally and linguistically responsive instruction for English
language learners than for African American students at Oak Bluffs.
Instructional rounds at the school initiated by the principal to identify
problems of practice across all classrooms revealed the following:

A. Teacher initiated interactions with AAS reflected low academic
expectations during the teaching and learning process,

B. The overwhelming % of all interactions between teachers and
AAS were related to off-task student behavior.

C. A low frequency of checking for understanding during classroom
instruction.

D. Little instructional support provided to AAS related to the
development and use of academic language in their writing and
speaking.

NOTE: problems of practice also exist within administrative and community functioning.

MAKE IT PERSONAL [please journal your responses]
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1. Based on your experience, what are some likely reasons for the problems of practice
described above? Try to include more school based than student based reasons.

2. From part one of the vignette, select two tasks below that you think need attention in
Oak Bluffs Middle School, and describe your beliefs, feelings, and/or assumptions that
influence your choices.

� Develop observation rubrics on culturally responsive instruction to be used by the
principal and by teachers when observing their peers.

� Use of culturally responsive second language strategies when teaching African
American students with limited skills in academic English (writing and speaking).

� Recruitment of African American parents to be engaged in problem solving and
helping implement solution strategies.

� Convening meetings by each academic department/program to focus on low
teacher expectations and the inordinate numbers of disciplinary referrals and
suspensions.

THOUGHTS TO CONSIDER, BASED ON RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

1. Observation rubrics are not new when doing classroom observations to determine
teacher effectiveness when using various instructional models. For example, direct
instruction and inquiry based instruction are frequently assessed through use of rubrics.
However, it is uncommon for observation rubrics to be used when specifically focusing
on instances of equitable learning opportunities e.g. CRI. In either case, it is important to
use appropriate field based research and input from classroom teachers when
developing such rubrics. Rubric items should be based on what is known to have a high
incidence of significantly contributing to improving the educational outcomes of
historically underserved students as well as all students, and should require the user to
look for specific behaviors. {139-40}

It is important to give feedback to the person observed as soon as possible after the
observation, ideally before leaving the classroom or within 24 hours. Feedback should
be brief, precise, and at least three positive comments for one instance of providing
specific feedback on a possible area where greater effectiveness may be desired. Oak
Bluffs teachers who are resistant to incorporating CRI may be more comfortable with
making such efforts if they are involved in developing the observation rubrics and also
help determine how and when the rubrics will be used as well as by whom. However, if
there are no existing norms of teacher leadership in enhancing each other’s
effectiveness via non-evaluative classroom observations, it might be necessary to start
with engaging select teachers (department or grade level chairs?) in instructional
leadership training tailored to their needs, including attention to inequitable learning
opportunities.

2. There is a high percentage of African American students whose primary language is
nonstandard English. Without culturally responsive attention to their specific literacy
needs in speaking and writing (i.e. developing competency in academic English), they
may find it extremely difficult to achieve grade level readiness in upper elementary and
secondary school. For them, standard English is a second language.{86-7}

Structural changes are needed in how English/language arts curriculum is written and
how it is taught, rather than teaching academic English in a peripheral way to African
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American and other students. This is not to at all denigrate the intrinsic personal value
and importance of whatever language is brought into the classroom by students; after
all, the language learned in the home and community is an important part of one’s
identity and should not be devalued. The goal must be to help students develop bilingual
and then multilingual competencies.

Teachers may avoid taking the initiative to provide ongoing sustained attention to
facilitating the development of academic English as a second language in a culturally
responsive manner. Reasons given range from not wanting to insult the language of the
home, to being labeled as racist for trying to help students learn how to code switch as
appropriate in different social settings.

However, it is unrealistic to expect more priority to this subject without systemic
approaches being taken at the district and school site level, in curriculum, professional
development, and instructional supervision/coaching, as well as in explicit attention to
providing equitable learning opportunities (e.g. critical thinking should be taught to all
students, regardless of language proficiency). Many ESL programs provide such
services to English language learners, but there is usually no comparable program for
students who speak English, albeit not the language of the school.

3. The level of African American parent involvement has often been used as an explanation
for the low achievement of African American students when making the false claim that
African American parents do not value education. In many cases, when sustained multi-
faceted efforts have been made to increase parent involvement, including direct appeals
by school personnel, some success has occurred.

However, increased ‘involvement’ sometimes only includes parent presence in the
school, and definitely does not mean increased parent “engagement” in helping identify
school problems, develop solution strategies, and monitor implementation of them.
Such engagement is even more challenging to achieve and sustain if parents in
leadership roles are independent thinkers and very assertive. Such personal qualities
may be a source of concern when African American parents have them if they are
perceived as too forceful in expressing their concerns. {88-89, 170,173}

Part of the subtext of increasing parent ‘engagement’ is privately held concerns that
such engagement could signify changes in the power/authority continuum (e.g. changing
the privileges possessed by some students and parents and not by others). The subtext
of schooling in the United States also includes documented evidence that those parents
with the most political, economic, social, and cultural capital have the most influence in
getting what they perceive to be in the best interest of their children, even though it may
be at the expense of others.

4. Convening meetings by each academic department/program to focus on low teacher
expectations and inordinate numbers of disciplinary referrals and suspensions.

Two of the most emotionally laden and sensitive topics to address with teachers of
historically underserved students are their expectations and their discipline practices.

One of the reasons is that teachers with a lot of discipline problems in their classes are
sometimes concerned that others might think their lessons insufficiently generate
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student engagement and interest. It is much more complex than that. The preparation
for effectively teaching African American students in most preservice programs and work
based professional development programs is miniscule to say the least, and may be due
to school districts not having the internal capacity or the will to make this a priority they
fund. The success of most change efforts is in part a function of whether they are
sufficiently supported with resources over the long haul, and not just as the flavor of the
month.{225, 229-30, 232}

Teacher expectations are manifested in many diverse ways. One program that is over
40 years old (TESA, initiated by the Los Angeles County Office of Education in the early
1970’s) and still popular nationwide includes 16 different teacher behaviors that need
scrutiny with how teachers interact with specific students. Expectations are often
embedded within what is called the ‘hidden curriculum,’ which deals with teacher-student
communication, and the norms established by the teacher in his or her classroom (e.g.
classroom rules, such as treatment of and respect for each other, and how to manage
conflict). Such norms can motivate students to make greater achievement efforts or vice
versa. But caution is needed in assuming a particular set of teacher actions will work
with all students. Culturally responsive customization is still needed, and there will still be
times when nothing seems to work, and those times may be due to what is happening in
the student’s life at the time.{21, 112}

Some schools have developed an informal system for dealing with what are considered
intractable discipline problems, and certain teachers will be designated as the time out
room for certain students from other classrooms when needed. This way of dealing with
“problem students” is often done because other options aren’t known or considered.

Many schools are adopting a socio-emotional skills curriculum, and when done it needs
to be culturally responsive and integral to classroom and school functioning because
such skills are essential for success in our society. Hall, 2014, Promoting and
developing social emotional skills in the secondary classroom.

Some delivery systems for instituting higher teacher expectations, less disciplinary
referrals and suspensions, and more socio-emotional skill development (by both
students and adults) include using smaller groups for training and implementation than
working with whole school staffs in one setting, such as a combination of grade levels or
subject areas. Also, the training can be tailored to specific requests and descriptive
vignettes submitted by training participants before training begins. {219-23}

Again, the topic of racial/cultural dynamics needs to be part of how each of these three
areas are addressed in a school on an ongoing basis. This should be a strand in all
training, not just an add on or one of many topics to be addressed. Such
immersion/integration of culture and race into all that is done could eventually contribute
to much greater efficacy when dealing with tough conflict situations.
Teachers and administrators may not know how to mediate situational identities and
positions that students or adults assume. For example, students, parents, teachers, and
administrators in particular situations might assume the ‘victim’ role based on what they
allege is happening to them, and based on this identity role, then take non-negotiable
positions, Murrell, 2008, Race, Culture, and Schooling. When this is the case, those
who see themselves as unfairly treated might arbitrarily decide what they want to do in a
given situation, such as decide when to not obey classroom rules, or when a student can
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be suspended from the classroom or school. This can possibly lead to over use of
suspension to get the allegedly disruptive student out of the classroom for days, not
minutes or hours. Ideally, schools need to be more proactive in preparing all staff to be
culturally responsive/proficient before problems emerge. Being reactive does not work in
the long run, and usually results in over reacting to situations and inequitable
consequences for students, particularly African American male students.{28-30, 76-9}

PART TWO OF VIGNETTE ON OAK BLUFFS MIDDLE SCHOOL:
Biases and barriers integral to the above problems of practice

DIRECTIONS: read part two of the vignette below, and highlight appropriate items.

��Some Oak Bluffs staff are biased against (i.e. have strong discomfort with) professional
development that focuses on race and culture.

��At Oak Bluffs, there are conflicting biases/points of view between veteran teachers and
teachers new to the school on how to meet student needs.

��Other biases at Oak Bluffs:

o PERSONAL BIAS: some staff at Oak Bluffs say they want to improve
academic support services for AAS, but privately do not believe AAS can
achieve at grade levels [aversive racism]{25}

o ORGANIZATIONAL BIAS: Oak Bluffs administrators choose what to
focus on in their classroom observations based on district priorities and
what teachers want feedback on within those priorities or based on their
stated goals for the year, neither of which includes attention to most of the
problems of practice mentioned above.

o PERSONAL BIAS: a large # of teachers at Oak Bluffs show no flexibility
in mediating what they call the “willful defiance” of AAS, such as how
students respond to teacher directions or to authority in general.

o ORGANIZATIONAL BIAS: at Oak Bluffs, the curriculum policy prohibits
major alterations to the mainstream curriculum because it is considered
‘standards based,’ and such curriculum doesn’t include ethnic content
(which is considered superfluous){73-75}

o PERSONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL BIAS: Second and third grade
teachers at Oak Bluffs strongly resist and resent any ‘softening’ of the
pacing charts used in English/language arts and math instruction, even
when the pacing charts result in most students below grade level
readiness needing more time and scaffolding to help them achieve at
standard levels [pacing strategies may not be in the best interest of AAS,
if their academic needs are such that they cannot learn “to standard” in
the time provided, and no additional out of class support is provided].

��Barriers at Oak Bluff
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� The organization of subject matter content (scope and sequence)
is exclusively on what the state says students need to know and
be able to do, with no in-depth dscussion of appropriate content
related to cultural differences.{71, 73-75, 102}

� Job descriptions at Oak Bluffs are finalized by the school, but do
not explicitly require skills in culturally responsive instruction
{76-9, 94, 98-99}

� The instructional time spent in most Oak Bluffs classrooms on
student interests and challenging life experiences is very little

� Administrator and teacher professional development at Oak Bluffs
is totally devoid of attention to building trust, cross grade and
interdisciplinary collaborative lesson planning, and cross cultural
communication/conflict management{106}

� There is very limited time within the school day or after school to
provide the additional instructional scaffolding needed by many
students.

� There are inadequate structures/programs/support systems in
place to enable daily attention to increasing parent engagement,
and to train parents who are interested in becoming engaged
{88-9}

� There is no systemic intervention to support teacher effectiveness
with AAS, such as coaching, mentors, or critical friends, including
help to increase teacher skills in teacher-student communication.
{95-7}

MAKE IT PERSONAL [please journal your responses]

1. List any biases and barriers contributing to ‘problems of practice’ related to AAS learning
opportunities in your school or district; provide a reason for each item listed in ten
words or less per item

2. How do you feel about the biases and barriers you listed?

3. From part two of the vignette and what you have experienced as an educator, how
would you rate on a ten point scale the extent to which the following biases or barriers
are major factors contributing to AAS’ inequitable learning opportunities and outcomes in
Oak Bluffs(ten = major factor and one = not a factor; you cannot use the number 5)

� District policies and priorities
� Teacher expectations
� Staff discomfort with any kind of attention to examining racial and cultural dynamics
� Lack of any cultural/academic enrichment programs
� Other?_______________________________________________
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THOUGHTS TO CONSIDER, BASED ON RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

Within part two above, an equity theory of change, i.e. theory of action, is being
articulated, accompanied by several assumptions. Argyris and Schon, Argyris and
Schon,1974,Theory in Practice, Increasing Professional Effectiveness discuss what
they conceptualize as espoused theory vs. theory in use. Theories of action should be
determined before developing plans, and when actions/strategies within the plan are
implemented without success, the response should be to examine the underlying
governing variables of the organization (the district, school, or both), rather than just
change the strategy. The equity theory in this document is that historically underserved
students, particularly African American students, will have more equitable learning
opportunities if there are systemic efforts to deal with ‘problems of practice’ that reflect
biases and barriers to equity and social justice. Systemic efforts are those that are
undertaken with accountability in all divisions, departments, and schools, regardless of
their key function or geographic area in the case of schools. In addition, such efforts
must include the involvement and support of the board of education and superintendent,
and encompass all employees, but also spread to parents/community stakeholders. In
schools, systemic efforts must include the principal, all other administrators and leaders,
and staff.

Some governing variables influencing any efforts to improve the learning opportunities
and outcomes of AAS are the goals, beliefs, conceptual frameworks, and rules that
determine how educational systems are run; for example, the espoused goals and
beliefs may not be in sync with the actual rules applied in given situations. The espoused
theory is often not the same as the theory in use. We say one thing and do another,
without consequence. I have found this to be true in most change efforts, but even more
so when equity transformation is undertaken.

The assumptions are many, and include:

��Efforts to transform both individuals and the school/district as an organization
must be simultaneously attempted.

��Change must be driven primarily from within, simultaneously bottom up and top
down

�� Identified problems of practice must include attention to organizational biases
related to equity

��Empowerment of all stakeholders, including parents, students, and teachers,
must be a first order pursuit, even when there is limited success

��Problems of practice are a reflection of cultural variables causing misalignment
between policy and practice, between what is espoused and what happens within
schools and school districts.

��Misalignment is caused by how the “psychology” of individuals and
organizations (e.g. beliefs, perceptions, feelings, mind sets, mental models,
priorities) drives the “politics” i.e. positive or negative actions, such as
alliances/interest groups for or against what is being attempted, sabotage, or the
creation of dysfunctional structures within school communities. For example,
personnel decisions (and the table of organization in a school district) may be
dysfunctional in that positions created, who is hired, and assignments given them
might contribute to inequitable learning opportunities and outcomes.
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��Accountability for equity actions will occur if such accountability is clearly spelled
out in the plans.

These assumptions, unless critically scrutinized and tested, are likely to be woefully off base.

The theory can also be articulated as: if ‘x’ happens, ‘y’ will result, e.g. “if the participants
in school communities willingly and passionately work in unison to achieve healthy
learning and work environments that are culturally responsive and culturally democratic,
African American students will experience more equitable learning opportunities” [a more
blunt version is “if the adults get their act together, students will benefit”].

All theories are usually based on data, but how accurate and comprehensive is the
data? There are safeguards that can be taken. For example, this theory of action in part
two is directly related to what has worked throughout the United States in dramatically
increasing the educational outcomes of AAS and other low achieving students. {159-
178} But that doesn’t mean the same strategies will work elsewhere without
modifications based on the unique circumstances in a particular school. Given the
nature of American society in 2016, including the impact of the social media, it is
imperative that race and culture issues be taken into serious account, based on the
conditions in specific schools, and then based on neighborhood, communitywide,
statewide, and national conditions. The success stories in schools around the country
have all included evidence of transformed relationships between staff, and
staff/community.

There are several conditions briefly mentioned below that require caution when
developing a theory of change/action and plan, re equity/cultural democracy. Having
contingency plans is very wise if your initial efforts falter. Some missteps to avoid when
developing an equity theory of action and plan are also listed.

INTERVENING VARIABLES/CONDITIONS THAT CAN NEGATIVELY IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT OR IMPLEMENTATION OF YOUR EQUITY THEORY OF ACTION
AND PLAN:

��Mobility of formal/informal leaders, @ board, district, school site, community
levels, and mobility/transiency of families, as well as any family traumas being
experienced

��Funding cuts or elimination of funding before date originally specified
��Racial/cultural “stuff,” such as persons being offended by others’ stereotypes
��An overwhelming propensity to avoid problem solving on race and cultural issues
��The extent of racial/cultural divisions and/or racial resentments
��Legislative mandates
��Community shifts in opinions and priorities, for or against what is attempted
��Competing priorities of those doing the equity planning
��Adverse political actions/protests
��Not being able to effectively address board of education demands for increasing

the scale and replicability of successful pilot efforts
��The inertia of systems when trying to foster organizational change; efforts to

change may stimulate more inertia
��Different mental models/stories held by diverse persons
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��What’s below the top of the iceberg in helping to explain what is going on;
unseen problems or issues that will have major impact, such as gentrification in
the community and systemic structures that are major forces [e.g. successful
grant writing]

��Competitive norms between individuals, groups, departments, etc., that, in
addition to time constraints, keep them from meaningful deep seated joint efforts

��Norms of political correctness and ‘being nice’ resulting in no openness, no
candor, and lots of dysfunctional pretenses

��Not giving time to examine differences in interpretation of specific events in the
school or community setting, that are based on the tacit mental models people
have in their heads (i.e. the images, assumptions, and stories we carry in our
minds about ourselves, other people, institutions, etc.) Senge, 2012, A Fifth
Discipline Resource, Schools That learn.

��Becoming distracted or thrown off course because of not being aware of the roles
persons might play during group activities, e.g. testing others, dictating,
asserting, explaining, back stabbing,, sensing, withdrawing, politicing,
interrogating, clarifying, interviewing, balancing advocacy and inquiry. Senge,
2012.

��Forced change, Senge, 2012
�� Inadequate feedback; need ‘balancing processes’ that may keep a system from

self destruction and help moving toward a stable goal, no matter what happens.
Need to identify beforehand the most significant delays in the system. Senge,
2012

MISSTEPS TO AVOID WHEN DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING AN EQUITY
THEORY OF ACTION AND PLAN (i.e. if x happens, y will result)

��Not critically examining your assumptions & their relationship to your biases
��Not having developed norms of trust, transparency, and collaboration across

various divisions, departments, programs, schools, subject areas, & grade levels
�� Ignoring the impact of and fidelity to entrenched elitist decision-making processes
�� Inadequate criteria for choosing people to assume responsibility for specific tasks
��Trusting your ‘data’ as complete and accurate when it is far from that
��Not developing sufficient support/communication systems [& use of technology]
��Not having systemic thinking and support systems in place
��Not having the district/school funds needed for your theory to be achieved
��Leaving out any meaningful participation of parents, caregivers, and students
��Forgetting that people are more willing to change when they see it as being in

their self interest

MAKE IT PERSONAL (please journal your responses)

1. What is your “equity theory of action” for your work environment that is related to the
educational opportunities and outcomes of African American students?

2. Given the intervening variables and possible missteps mentioned above, select at least
five that you think are very relevant in your work setting, and elaborate on one that is
very problematic when equity efforts for AAS are made.
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THOUGHTS TO CONSIDER, BASED ON RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

The above cautions are not to be taken lightly, but must not be allowed to temper your
enthusiasm to engage in serious and comprehensive efforts to improve equitable learning
opportunities and outcomes for African American students. They are mentioned to make sure
you have your eyes wide open when undertaking this critical initiative. The extensive discussion
of biases and barriers is also meant to stimulate your thinking about what may be happening in
your district or school. However, it would be wise to not jump to conclusions about the reality in
your workplace without eliciting the perceptions of persons in other stakeholder groups within
your school community. There isn’t one reality, but multiple realities, in any educational/social
setting.

The equity advocate/leader, whether a teacher, support staff person, parent, administrator,
board of education member, or community person, must never underestimate the need to
constantly enhance one’s consciousness of equity needs and what can be done to effectively
pursue greater equity. Increased consciousness can be achieved in many ways, but one very
impactful way is through in depth face to face cross cultural dialogue, and other kinds of
exposure to the perspectives and experiences of culturally and racially diverse others. While
such interaction is avoided by many, it is needed when finalizing your theory of action and plan.
I have not found the development of an explicit theory of action/change to be part of how most
equity plans are created and implemented. When things go awry, those involved might wring
their hands, metaphorically speaking, wondering what they did wrong, but they never gave
serious scrutiny to the basis for their beliefs about what was necessary to achieve their
espoused goals, and are unaware of deep underlying forces that result in espoused theory and
theory in use. The espoused theory may be influenced by what is politically correct with no
serious effort to examine and change the governing forces of the school district that determine
what happens.

Systemic change efforts are infinitely more complex than just thinking about what is needed in
any given grade level, subject area, school, program, etc. A qualitatively different kind of
collaboration is needed for success. The theory of action/change and subsequent plans should
take into consideration how the intervening variables will be addressed if necessary. This is
especially true for equity initiatives because most cut at the very core of current mind sets,
mental models, emotionally laden racial/cultural mores, and practice. The leadership needed to
address such challenges is what I conceptualize as culturally courageous leadership.

“WHAT CAN BE” VS. “WHAT IS” AT OAK BLUFFS:
THE ROLE OF CULTURALLY COURAGEOUS LEADERSHIP

A NEW PARADIGM FOR THE 21st CENTURY

A paradigm is a standard, model, exemplar, hypothesis, theory, and way of interpreting
phenomena in a specific area. It is a way of perceiving the world and includes some cause-effect
relationships based on the lens used. The culturally courageous leadership (CCL) paradigm was
conceptualized because I thought it necessary to talk about leadership needs and strategies
related to the historically underserved in ways that had not heretofore been a major focus of
diversity scholars.

The fundamental purpose of CCL is to facilitate transformational thinking and leadership by those
attempting to achieve equitable educational outcomes by all student groups. {3-6} To transform
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is to alter or makeover, whether it is individuals or organizations in the educational enterprise.
The priority is to help those in current leadership roles or who are aspiring educational leaders in
all stakeholder groups to be more effective equity warriors in whatever role they have, to help
transform individuals and schools as organizations.

CCL is an evolving concept that will change as circumstances change in American society.
Historically and currently, a major force in American society is cultural hegemony, which
diminishes cultural democracy to the extent hegemony is embraced in thought, values, and
practice. Hegemony means domination and control through use of power and authority to keep
others in a subordinate position in all walks of life. Being the recipients of hegemonic practices
has been the reality of historically underserved adults and students (i.e. mostly persons of color,
but not entirely).

CCL is also based on the postulate that achieving equitable student outcomes can be facilitated
by cultural democracy in schools. A concise definition of cultural democracy is when schools
and teachers positively respond to the cultural backgrounds and characteristics of all learners
and their families, as reflected in curriculum, instruction, assessment, leadership, professional
development, and accountability programs, as well as in all other areas. It is a concept rooted in
the historical movement to achieve liberty and justice for all, especially for historically
underserved students. CCL integrates theory and practice in the disciplines of multicultural
education/cultural proficiency, instructional/transformational leadership, critical race theory,
organizational leadership, psychological dimensions of leadership, educational leadership for
equity, and planning/ implementing change. Many of the inequitable conditions on the
educational landscape that necessitate CCL are discussed at length in WTET, as a precursor to
detailing how CCL can help to effectively confront these conditions and transform school
communities.

CCL is discussed below in terms of how it can be used to address the biases and barriers in the
vignette on Oak Bluffs Middle School.

There are four components of the CCL paradigm and the first component is collaborative
leadership for equity by all school community stakeholders. Without such collaboration,
which includes student, parent, and community representatives, equity initiatives may be more
likely to lack the credibility needed, and less likely to take into consideration the perspectives of
all groups. Such issues as teacher expectations, discipline, suspensions, culturally based
omissions and exclusions in subject matter content, and culturally biased instruction may not
receive the breath of scrutiny needed if such stakeholders are not meaningfully involved. For
example, in Oak Bluffs, the very sensitive issue of whether classroom teachers should teach
standard English to AAS without denigrating their home language is better undertaken when
students, parents, and community reps are involved in the deliberative process. While
collaboration is a buzz word for all schools, the activities labeled as collaborative are often not
real collaboration but a division of responsibilities among the group. A very important part of
collaboration is listening to the ideas and perspectives of others in the group and working
through the differences discovered. Genuine collaboration can lead to deeper understanding
and respect among all parties, with the resulting relationships being very strong and support
among those in the group being very helpful when problems occur. It takes more time but the
results are worth it. When or if things get rough, the transformative relationships developed will
make all the difference in helping you to prevail.
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The second component is seven principles of culturally courageous leadership. These
principles are also characteristics of culturally courageous leaders, and are as follows: {121-131}

� committed caregivers, who give special attention to & support the most needy students
� cultural consumers, who give priority to learning about diverse groups, becoming

culturally competent, and helping others to do the same
� consummate conciliators, who consistently work with others to mediate interpersonal

and intergroup conflict, and initiate dealing with any ‘elephants on the ceiling’
� conscientious coaches, who engage interested others in becoming better equity

leaders, by listening, asking questions, and facilitating reflection on equity efforts made
� courageous change masters, who help others manage change forces regarding

equitable inputs and outcomes, and work with both macro and micro needs of AAS
� community organizers, who help develop coalitions that lobby for and support equity
� communication gurus, who have strong interpersonal competence, can diagnose

others’ communication styles and how to best respond to increase support for equity

Ideally, all committed to equity would try to develop strengths in all seven areas, but for certain
in at least one or two of the areas, with a team collectively having the skills needed in each
area. Systemic change requires all seven areas to be addressed simultaneously as needed. In
Oak Bluffs middle school, increasing parent engagement as opposed to parent involvement is
not something where there is a lot of energy and enthusiasm. All seven principles of CCL need
to receive priority when trying to motivate faculty, staff, and parents to pursue this goal in a very
creative and deliberate manner. An oft overlooked need is for equity advocates and leaders to
be community organizers, helping educate others about needs and develop a strong
constituency of support in schools and the community for whatever changes are needed to
achieve equity. Equity is not achieved by letting others do all the heavy lifting, or depending
solely on formal leaders to take care of everything. It is achieved by widely based support and
equity leadership in all stakeholder groups. Everyone needs to step up.

The third and fourth components of CCL{134-47} are pursuing both personal and
organizational transformation, and adeptly navigating the politics of implementation.
These two components of CCL must be jointly pursued, because most of the identified biases
and barriers in Oak Bluffs (as well as biases and barriers in the readers’ educational setting) are
going to require changes in both individuals and in the school as an organization. This is usually
not a comfortable process, even in schools who think they are strongly committed to equitable
opportunities and outcomes. The proof is in the pudding. There are many political landmines
that can impede progress, and CCL helps navigate the politics, such as when some parents,
teachers, or students feel their rights, interests, and concerns are not being heard. This
happens a lot in even so called best schools. Sometimes it is possible to circumvent major
obstacles when pursuing a particular equity objective, and sometimes a landmine, such as
when trying to achieve equitable funding, will be stepped on, metaphorically speaking, and
major resistance will occur. Equity is often not perceived as in the best interests of all, so
attempts to reallocate funds can cause war. There will be push back and CCL is needed when
it occurs.

For example, in Oak Bluffs, the current curriculum is considered untouchable (it is a sacred cow)
by the faculty (in some departments more than others), how teachers spend their time outside of
the classroom during the school day has been well established as well as how they spend time
in the classroom, and teachers have almost veto power on the topics addressed in teacher
professional development sessions, especially any topics related to equity. Teachers look upon
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such “equity” discussions as dumping on them and questioning their motives or commitment to
helping all students achieve. Their mantra is providing equal education, not equitable
education, where all students get what they need to be successful. Many teachers at Oak Bluffs
don’t feel they have the time to do that, especially given increased class sizes and all the new
curriculum or instructional practices dictated by the central office and the state.

These attitudes and realities are not uncommon, and may be true in your school/district. It is
imperative to candidly and collaboratively identify whatever the biases and barriers are by
engaging all stakeholders, including students and parents, in a variety of creative ways. When
the CCL principles serve as a guide for all equity activities, including needs assessment, there is
a more positive environment, which is essential. Equity can only occur when all feel respected
and heard.

CCL is a critical need in Oak Bluffs, where working on the first two components of CCL would
help everyone increase awareness of their needs in one or two areas, such as teacher
expectations, new models of teacher professional development on equity, and integrating
culturally relevant topics into the mainstream curriculum. A key is working together on any
improvements needed (the first component of CCL), and improving collaboration by practicing
group process, problem solving, and conflict management skills. Achieving greater equity
consciousness is essential for any improvement in equitable outcomes, and is accomplished as
specific priority tasks are undertaken.

Whatever is done, in Oak Bluffs or in your school/school district, there is a prerequisite need to
develop greater trust and transparency which can also facilitate healing. Without this being
a priority practice of all, developing an equity theory of action and plan that works will be much
more problematic.

Oak Bluffs is only a placeholder for your own work setting, that hopefully has helped you start
engaging in more intense critical reflection on your own conditions impeding equitable
opportunities and outcomes, and how you have been responding or not responding. CCL is
presented as a way of seeing things (i.e. a paradigm) and an approach that can help close the
gap between your espoused theory and theory in use. CCL can help transform individuals and
organizations over time. It is not a destination, but a journey.

Culturally courageous leaders must be strong instructional leaders, but one cannot be a strong
instructional leader without being culturally courageous on equity and all educational matters.
Both formal and informal leaders who support equity must model practicing what they preach by
critically examining and changing their own biased thoughts and practices. Our schools, and
African American students in particular, deserve nothing less.
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nationwide and is called A BLACK EDUCATION NETWORK for academic and cultural excellence: ABEN4ACE

INTRODUCTION

This EQUITY WALK HANDBOOK (EWH) is a tool for being introduced to my book WALKING THE EQUITY

TALK (WTET), a guide for culturally courageous leadership in school communities, Corwin Press, 2012. The

purpose of the EWH is to help the reader access information and research of greatest interest on major

equity issues and themes elaborated upon in WTET. Both EWH and WTET are targeted to those who aspire

to or are currently in formal or informal leadership roles at the school district, school, and community levels

who want to enhance their effectiveness as equity leaders. The focus in EWH is the leadership necessary for

the achievement of academic and cultural excellence by African American students (AAS). When you see

red numbers in a bracket, e.g. {80-84}, that is a reference to pages in WTET where additional information

can be found on the subject next to the numbers. Remember EWH is designed as an introduction to WTET.

There are four parts to the EWH, and this is part three. The first part critically examines societal and school

impacts on educator and student identities, the cultural dissonance within stakeholder groups in school

communities, and the relationships between identities, culture, structures, and equitable learning

opportunities. The key word is identity.

Part two engages the reader in analyzing and comparing a school vignette that describes the biases and

barriers in schools with which they are familiar, and what is necessary when developing a theory of action for

ameliorating such conditions. Culturally courageous leadership (CCL) is introduced as one of the answers to

biases and barriers. The keywords are theory of action.

Part three focuses on the prerequisites for African American students (AAS) to experience academic and

cultural excellence (ACE), including the use of CCL to address 12 conditions that compromise equity

initiatives in many school districts. Readers learn about CCL principles and practices that should be

embraced to help achieve ACE for AAS. Adroitly navigating the politics of implementation is another

prerequisite discussed, including how psychology drives the politics, and how ‘equity warriors’ can change

any politics that compromise equity efforts. Finally, readers are asked to assess the degree of culturally

courageous leadership in their school/school district learning environments and what they currently do to

address the issues mentioned in the five item assessment. There are many changes necessary in personal

mind sets and organizational norms for AAS to experience ACE. CCL is the major intervention proposed.

The keywords are the politics of achieving academic and cultural excellence.
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The term “academic and cultural excellence” [ACE] is a synonym for culturally responsive instruction (CRI)

and equitable learning opportunities/outcomes [EOO’s]. The goal of ACE for AAS in the 21st century has

historical precedents going back to the 19th century before the end of slavery. ACE may be possible for AAS

when instructional priorities, the work environment, and learning conditions in school communities are

conducive to administrators’ and teachers’ increased consciousness and competencies for effectively

teaching AAS. Cultural & academic excellence are interdependent and require the involvement of both

educators and the community, as illustrated below in examples of ACE for AAS.

Some examples** of ACE for AAS are the urgent need: **www.aben4ace.org

1. For respect/support of the multiple identities and “verve” expressed by Black students;

2. For high quality AAS outcomes including 21st century skills in critical thinking and problem solving;

communications and collaboration; creativity and innovation; digital literacy; information and communication

technologies; and social/emotional intelligence;

3. For increasing educator consciousness about the effects of persistent racism on American society and on Black

students;

4. For instruction on African/African American history and culture, in all schools for all students, that is

historically accurate and culturally responsive, with emphasis on the past and current cultural, religious,

economic, political and psychological experiences and accomplishments of Black men and women;

5. For equitable, appropriate, high quality instructional support during and beyond the school day;

6. For independent efforts in Black communities that are systematic and ongoing, including community-

sponsored in-and out-of-school tutoring and cultural enrichment educational activities;

7. To reach out and serve the needs and interests of Black parents by re-enforcing their identities and values;

8. For Black organizations and cultural centers, including churches, that raise the critical race consciousness of

Black people and instill ethnic pride/ identity, especially related to the role of the human spirit in the survival

of our people;

9. For Black parents and others being engaged in the educational process, serving on planning and instructional

monitoring teams, & as tutors, volunteer teachers, paid aides, & community activists.

10. To prepare AAS for meaningful social roles in their community and larger society by emphasizing knowledge of

self, social, & academic responsibility

11. To include emphasis on the everyday concerns of AAS, such as critical family & community issues

12. For African-centered knowledge being an integral part of curriculum & instruction on an ongoing basis
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These twelve indicators are only an example of what ACE for AAS means. They reflect imperatives for

the teaching agenda in all classrooms and subject areas, as well as an agenda for what is needed in the

broader community, particularly the African American community. The ‘whole village’ is needed for equity

to occur for African American students pre-K through graduate school.

“YOU DON’T BUY A HORSE BY LOOKING AT ITS FOOTPRINTS”
Examine the whole plan before committing to it

In public education, as in some other areas of public policy and practice, there is a tendency to talk in

glowing idealistic terms when developing rationales, vision/mission statements, and goals for greater

equity/social justice, including ACE for AAS. Those pursuing equity outcomes may believe success will result

from detailed plans with many targets, timelines, and identified funding to support achievement of the targets.

Or they may go through that laborious process doubting it will work, but needing to do so for political

reasons. Too often those in key school district and community leadership positions put into a plan what they

and others want to achieve, but expect it to happen with the current culture and infrastructure left basically

intact. It’s like doing the same things and expecting different results. The plan (i.e. horse) should not be

bought by looking at its footprints, that add many new targets for improvement without any in depth critical

scrutiny and improvement of the delivery systems for achieving them. Equity/strategic plans are too easily

“bought” without identifying what isn’t included in them that needs to be integral to achieving equity goals.

The saga of conceptualizing, planning, implementing, and receiving public education is all about power. Who

will be taught what, for what ends, with what kind of infrastructure, and how will it be done? The answers to

those questions are all very political decisions, largely determined by those with the most cultural, economic,

political, and social power in society and in school district communities. When this happens, Black and Brown

students, regardless of legislative mandates and equity plans, may not be the recipient of what they need to

achieve academic and cultural excellence. Biases and barriers discussed in part two of the EWH are very

much alive and well. Political correctness may require some cosmetic actions, such as new programs,

creation of ostensibly high level positions, and extensive media promotion, but the devil is in the details. The

espoused theory for such public relations equity initiatives is usually quite different from actual practice. For

example, the espoused theory shared with the public may be that traction on equity will occur by having a

district equity leader, by requiring equity plans at each school site, and by having teachers and parents

engaged as partners in helping determine what changes will be sought and how they will be undertaken. But
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the actual practice may be the district equity administrator has no power or influence with other district

administrators to increase their support for more collaborative equity initiatives. Teachers and parents may

attend meetings where they are told what the district intends to do, but not be engaged in the decision

making process, and shut down when any challenges are made to the status quo in such areas as

curriculum, personnel practices, budgeting, and accountability systems.

For most of our history in the United States, there was no pretense that the education provided African

American students was meant to facilitate maximizing their potential. There is currently a lot of pretense, and

a great discrepancy between what is espoused and actual accountability practices. How school districts are

aligned directly contributes to the results they get. In other words, the culture and structure of schools and

school districts largely determine the outcomes experienced by adults and students. Adult performance and

the outcomes of African American students are a consequence in part of the culture and structures in a

school district. The lofty talk and detailed plans, including LCAP plans in California, may avoid attention to

what is essential for lasting success.

FIVE RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE ACE FOR AAS
I. “YOU CAN’T LOOK IN A BOTTLE WITH BOTH EYES”

It is impossible to see all aspects of a situation all at once
Most of the rhetoric about district and school site commitments to equity is totally unrelated to changing the

major norms in how things are done. For example, you cannot be seriously committed to improving

educational outcomes for the historically underserved and not provide time, funding, and assistance for the

appropriate persons to address that need. There are many learning conditions in educational work

environments that require more eyes involved in examining them, and also require culturally courageous

leadership to eliminate or minimize dysfunctional conditions related to equity.

12 CONDITIONS THAT COMPROMISE EQUITY IN MANY SCHOOL DISTRICTS
1) An absence of professional development that focuses on effectively teaching AAS.

2) No allocation of resources to meaningfully involve staff at each school site in developing equity

consciousness.

3) The constant pressure for administrators and teachers to do more within limited time parameters.

4) Lack of adequate support for teachers struggling with how to achieve district achievement benchmarks

given the academic readiness levels and other needs of their students.

5) The amount of classroom time spent on AAS discipline situations, and the consequences.

6) Lack of adequate outreach to African American parents/caregivers that increases their engagement.
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7) Lack of adequate instructional observation and assistance/coaching related to an equity emphasis in

classroom instruction and classroom management.

8) Little if any instructional rounds and follow up, done by principals and the district administrator who

supervises them, as a tool to enhance principals’ instructional leadership.

9) No use of performance based criteria and protocols for staff implementing equity initiatives.

10) Inadequate resources for programs targeted to assist AAS students.

11) An ingrained norm within some school districts that “everybody does their own thing,” where school

sites have total autonomy on how to implement teaching and learning, including whether or how CRI is

integrated into classroom practice.

12) Lack of adequate academic and socio-emotional support for students who are exhibiting alienation in

the classroom setting and allowed to do so to ‘keep the peace.’

The above conditions are only the tip of the iceberg. More eyes are needed on an ongoing basis to identify

and confront counterproductive conditions, i.e. “eyes in the bottle,” related to equity. Those helping to see all

aspects of each situation must tell it as they see and experience it, and be supported when doing so.

Whose additional eyes are needed?

The eyes of culturally and racially diverse teachers, support staff, high school students, parents, community

members, and university faculty for teacher and administrator preparation who specialize in equity, among

others, can help see more aspects of any situation. Their perspectives can provide very different ways of

interpreting what is currently happening in classrooms & schools, as well as what the current problems are

and what to do about them.

EXERCISE:
PRIORITIZE THE CCL CHARACTERISTICS NEEDED IN SELECT SCHOOLING CONDITIONS
Directions: using the abbreviated definitions below of the seven CCL characteristics, list the three
you would give priority when responding to each of the 3 schooling conditions that follow. {122-31}

1. CULTURAL CONSUMERS are dedicated to learning about the African/African American cultural heritage

and contemporary experiences, and applying what they learn to teaching and leading.

2. CONSUMMATE CONCILIATORS have the inclination and ability to anticipate and defuse or manage

conflicts that occur, in perceptions, priorities, beliefs, values, priorities, etc., & build consensus.
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3. CONSCIENTIOUS COACHES work with interested others in providing feedback as requested related to

whether the teaching and learning process ins culturally responsive, help others reflect on what needs to be
done, re cultural responsiveness & equity, what they are doing, & what is needed to improve practices.

4. COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS reach out beyond one’s circle of influence, and comfort zone, to increase

awareness, understanding, and commitment of others to be part of a constituency that fervently supports
equitable education efforts at the policy and practitioner levels

5. COURAGEOUS CHANGE MASTERS increase knowledge about and manage change forces that will help

achieve more equitable input and outcomes. Model rejection of deficit theories about AAS and deal with both
the macro and micro needs of historically underserved students.

6. COMMUNICATION GURUS have interpersonal competence, and diagnose their own and others’ work and

communication styles to improve how they communicate with others. They also apply situational leadership
theory and practice when leading equity initiatives, and as a result know how best to motivate others.

7. COMMITTED CAREGIVERS have high expectations for all students, give high priority to increasing student

motivation and effort, nurture resilience, and fight for student’s due process rights. They support the
development of positive identities and see AAS as sources of knowledge, not just recipients.

Some key words that relate to the above short definitions are as follows:
CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE, CONFLICT MANAGEMENT, EQUITY COACHING, COMMUNITY BUILDING, CHANGE
MASTER, INTERPERSONAL COMPETENCE, and CAREGIVERS. Most of the seven CCL characteristics might need
attention when responding to any of the twelve schooling conditions or others you identify.

Which 3 of the seven CCL characteristics would be your top priorities when reading the
following information about three conditions:

1st CONDITION THAT COMPROMISES EQUITY
��An absence of professional development that focuses on effectively teaching AAS.

I have found many equity initiatives in school districts are conceived & planned without meaningful

involvement of teachers in determining needs, goals, and strategies. There is inadequate teacher

involvement in planning & leading efforts to improve AAS achievement. A result is marginal buy-in.

Most teachers have not had any courses or other professional training that explicitly focuses on

effectively teaching African American students. Teacher leaders should be recruited to help identify

and address their colleagues’ concerns in this critical area. The teacher is the ultimate gate keeper in

determining what happens or doesn’t happen in the classroom. Their commitment is essential.

�� IDENTIFY THREE CCL CHARACTERISTICS YOU THINK MUST BE EMBRACED

2nd CONDITION THAT COMPROMISES EQUITY
��No provision of resources to meaningfully involve staff in developing equity consciousness
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Meaningful involvement of staff in equity initiatives is more than a notion; it requires school site

leadership, staff, and community working together to develop greater equity consciousness, followed

by agreeing on an equity vision and goals that are accompanied by a commitment to provide the

human and financial resources needed. The staff may need greater consciousness of how to

interface equity with all aspects of teaching and learning, and the kind of roles that can be taken by all

stakeholder groups. To do that, staff must be accessible, and that may require bargaining unit support

as well as reallocation of existing funding. In California, the ‘local control funding formula’ is

specifically designed to facilitate districts being able to make decisions on how best to allocate

funding for their interventions related to achieving equitable outcomes. But it is important for LCAP

plans to be systemic and have an explicit focus on what will be done to help all low performing

students, including the specific focus for AAS.

Other constraints to funding teacher involvement may be insufficient subs to release teachers, and

teachers unwilling to work beyond the school day. District and school site leaders need to

authentically “sell” teachers on why particular equity initiatives are needed, and collaboratively work

with teachers to gain consensus, followed by joint planning & implementation.

�� IDENTIFY THREE CCL CHARACTERISTICS YOU THINK MUST BE EMBRACED

3rd CONDITION THAT COMPROMISES EQUITY
��An ingrained norm within some school districts that “everybody does their own thing,” when

it comes to educational equity, where school sites have some autonomy on how to implement
teaching & learning, including whether cultural responsiveness is integrated into all practices.

District priorities in 2016 are often implementing common core standards and protocols, improving

achievement of the lowest performing student groups, decreasing student suspensions, and

decreasing absenteeism. These targets are very consistent with equity concerns on a national level,

but the problem is that such goals are often undertaken without any priority to addressing them in a

matter that builds on AAS’ life experiences, interests, & concerns, because of teacher and school site

autonomy on this issue.

When school districts have a strong norm of ‘everybody doing their own thing,’ it can severely

compromise systemic efforts and district priorities. In many schools and school districts, there are

multiple so called equity initiatives that may overlap in services allegedly provided, but have no

coordination between them. The time that may be required at the school site for multiple projects can
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result in early burnout, even by ardent equity advocates. When there is little collaboration between

programs providing equity services, and no ongoing capacity building, all is compromised.

�� IDENTIFY THREE CCL CHARACTERISTICS YOU THINK MUST BE EMBRACED

II. “A BEE DOESN’T START ITS HIVE WITH HONEY”
It takes hard work to produce fruit

The hard work needed includes:
��Building strong school cultures, climates, and supportive structures
�� Increasing meaningful teacher involvement, and eliminating the constraints to that

occurring, such as time, money, and power issues
��Enhancing the quantity and quality of leadership among many stakeholder groups
��Nurturing deep seated commitment and collaboration

EXAMPLES OF CCL PRACTICED BY SEVERAL STAKEHOLDER GROUPS {149-58}{160-76}
The examples for each group of stakeholders below illustrate the risk taking and range of ways CCL

is manifested over time; the examples also reflect use of the CCL principles discussed above.
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS

1. Demonstrate an openness to redefining their personal and learned meanings of what
constitutes leadership when it comes to the role of cultural democracy in helping achieve
equitable educational inputs and outcomes.

2. Demonstrate a sense of genuine urgency and laser like focus when identifying and eradicating
obstacles to equitable educational outcomes, such as the need for strong interpersonal and
intergroup relationships.

3. Help persons in all stakeholder groups develop capacity in their areas of need related to
achieving equity, including having a sense of urgency, shared responsibility, and collective
efficacy regarding improvement.

4. Collaboratively engage in institutionalizing change forces which identify and weed out
anything working against equitable educational outcomes, such as funding priorities.

SCHOOL SITE ADMINISTRATORS
1. Take appropriate risks in being more explicit and candid when sharing their concerns and

vision, and when providing feedback to others on attitudes, behaviors, and norms related to
the “isms” and biases practiced in school functioning.

2. In grades 6-12, elicit diverse student perspectives on how the “ism’s” and biases are
manifested in what they are taught, how they are taught, and how the school functions in
general.

3. Leave no stone unturned when investigating and eradicating instances of discrimination in
school functioning, when making sure there are powerful collaborations that make individuals
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feel supported and valued, and when monitoring student performance and instructional
improvement in the classroom.

4. Give high priority to trust and team building, be authentic during communication with all
stakeholders, and provide distributed leadership opportunities.

TEACHERS
1. Care for students as if they are their own, helping all students feel needed, wanted,

empowered, and an important member of a learning community.

2. Engage in critical self-reflection on whether they espouse support for equity but have negative
beliefs about Black and other students of color.

3. Go the extra mile for underserved students, including providing above and beyond tutorial
support for those with the greatest need, changing the way teaching occurs when it isn’t
helping all students learn the content, & making sure there is ongoing communication between
themselves & other tutors.

4. Engage in collaborative leadership with other school community stakeholders, including
engaging AAS in knowledge construction on their cultural heritage.

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT STAFF
1. Help teachers customize their instructional plans for historically underserved students, taking

into consideration culturally influenced learner characteristics.

2. Help teachers diagnose historically underserved students’ immediate academic and personal
needs, particularly those with special needs.

3. Assist teacher efforts to build stronger reciprocal communication and problem solving between
the school and home.

PARENTS
1. Engage in efforts to help mobilize parents, community members, and teachers who support

ACE for AAS and want the board of education to respond to community concerns.

2. Actively serve as a parent activist, making efforts to increase personal knowledge and
communication skills that will help them monitor school effectiveness efforts.

COMMUNITY MEMBERS
1. Increase knowledge about racial achievement disparities and other inequitable educational

outcomes, as well as what is being done to lessen the disparities.

2. Seek support within their organizations for initiating or expanding such community based
programs as tutorial assistance and academic enrichment, including cultural heritage
activities.

STUDENTS
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1. Share with the principal or designee specific reasons for likes, dislikes, concerns, and
problems associated with school.

2. Work with adults in the school and the community to improve student attitudes about school,
and student motivation/effort to do their best in school.

III. CHANGE THE PSYCHOLOGY IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE POLITICS
{132-48}{190-216}

Culturally courageous leadership includes serious attention to the “prerequisites” which must be

addressed to successfully improve AAS achievement. A core component of CCL is to adeptly

navigate the politics of implementation when it comes to equity, which should include engaging all

stakeholders in a critical examination of personal beliefs and behaviors related to race and culture.

Building relationships is essential for being able to create the conditions conducive to persons being

willing to confront and change their psychology (i.e. mindset) re African Americans. However, many

persons are more ready than others to deal with public discussion of any doctrinaire positions on

issues of race and culture which they have. These persons must be the target of efforts to change

the psychology related to improving equity and eliminating racism. When a critical mass of educators

is receptive to getting actively involved in addressing them, traction is much more likely to occur.

When such efforts are successful to some extent, it may change racial identity levels, which are

influenced by the racial attitudes experienced in the larger society, in homes, in the social media, in

experiences with significant others, and in other personalized environments. Another caution is to

remember many persons will strongly avoid any involvement in equity discussions or initiatives

because of trying to avoid any negative consequences, such as job security or popularity. Others will

seek involvement for self-serving reasons. It is critical to discern when there are equity hustlers (who

have self-serving agendas) or equity riders (who pretend to be on board, but only want to gain

credibility without doing the hard work, and leave all the heavy lifting to others). The choices and

priorities adults & students embrace, as well as their perception of personal life chances and

potential, are to some extent a reflection of the factors making up their sense of self.

The psychology that must be influenced to change individuals and organizations should include

attention to improving the degree of openness and trust within groups and across diverse cultural

groups, as well as within district and school site staff. There must be a significant improvement in

relationships and positive regard among all stakeholders. Low trust and cynicism breed toxic climates

and entrenched positions re the pursuit of any change, including improvement of equitable treatment.
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When educators feel unfairly characterized regarding their racial attitudes and behaviors, they may be

greatly offended and become even more resistant to change. The path to facilitating equity capacity

building is fraught with landmines triggered by inept problem analysis, poor judgment, & no leadership

savvy. A key to gaining traction on equity is involving teacher, parent, and student representatives

(when feasible) in identifying and focusing on fundamental equity problems, being mindful of the

climate cultivated when actions are taken in any direction.

When there is some positive movement in personal and organizational psychology (i.e. mindsets),

there is greater likelihood in being able to make headway in finessing any negative politics. The

politics includes how people express their resistance and participate in competing interest groups and

alliances, all with their own philosophies, agendas, and interests. CCLs must constantly seek greater

consensus and less gridlock, without avoiding what will be uncomfortable. Some desired outcomes

for improving equity politics are:

��An increase in motivation and willingness to engage in risk taking

��Expansion of social influence networks who support ACE for AAS, e.g. teachers across grade

levels, subject areas, support staff, and parents all part of the same equity support network

��A critical examination of some sacred cows that protect vestiges of privilege, e.g. grouping

practices

��Elephants on the ceiling being acknowledged and becoming the focus of scrutiny and problem

solving, e.g. low staff cohesion that negatively impacts the quality of instructional collaboration

��A stronger relationship is made between several problems, the context of each problem is more

closely examined, and the assumptions undergirding each problem are fleshed out, e.g. the

relationship between teacher preparation, teacher socialization, and low expectations for AAS.

IV. BECOME EQUITY WARRIORS
{215-41}

Equity warriors consistently demonstrate strong congruence between their sense of self, life purpose,

and the walk behind their equity talk. They model as well as lead equity transformation and navigate

the political land mines which may get in the way. They are not intimidated by any degree of

resistance at any level. They demonstrate all seven principles of CCL. They rise above personal

cultural influences (i.e. beliefs, values, priorities, norms) that are divisive, as they simultaneously work

on changing individual behaviors, organizational conditions, and norms working against equitable

educational outcomes. They take initiatives to reach out to persons who seem indifferent or are
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diametrically opposed to what they want to achieve, making concerted efforts to educate and

increase understanding. They are in all stakeholder groups, such as administrators, teachers,

parents, and community persons. Some examples of the leadership provided by equity warriors are:

��Starting with self, to critically reflect on personal biases and fears, & to increase equity

consciousness (resulting in you seeing things you didn’t used to see, and interpret what you

see in different ways because of having a social justice education for liberation agenda).

�� Involving staff and parents in equity leadership training, and inviting their engagement in

equity study/support groups such as the ‘Dream Keepers,’ CARE (collaborative action

research for equity), and ETOT (equity trainers of trainers).

��Helping diverse parents increase their comfort with and respect for each other while

simultaneously increasing their leadership skills to help identify and monitor problems of

practice across all classrooms.

��Developing an infrastructure of support for courageous conversations and equity initiatives to

occur on an ongoing basis.

��Working with others to develop classroom rubrics on culturally responsive instruction which

are used during classroom observation, with feedback given by the observer immediately, or

within 24 hours.

�� Increasing awareness of factors and conditions that contribute to personal and institutional

racism, followed by specific deliverables and strategic plans for eliminating such conditions.

��Providing differentiated professional development on culturally responsive instruction, based

on staff readiness and comfort with topics addressed in the training

�� Integrating into conversations about school functioning the power of White racism or any bias.

�� Involvement in community and professional organizations to create new networks of support

and to increase competence in communicating with diverse community leaders on issues of

race, culture, and equity.

��Directly confronting the differences between how teachers teach and how students learn,

including grouping practices.

��Being a mentor/coach for other adults desiring to develop the necessary competencies for

becoming an equity leader, or enhancing their skills in this area.

��Dealing with counterproductive racial dynamics in special education, school discipline, &

conflict management practices, which have caused discriminatory treatment of Black students.

��Confronting questionable performance related to internalized racism.
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��Using CRI strategies when leading professional development for teachers; practice what is

preached.
EQUITY WARRIORS ARE VERY DIVERSE, SOME IN HIGHLY VISIBLE ROLES AND OTHERS WHO

PREFER NOT BEING IN THE SPOTLIGHT, BUT THEY ALL WORK COLLABORATIVELY IN AND

BEYOND THEIR CIRCLE(S) OF INFLUENCE. ACE FOR AAS REQUIRES EQUITY WARRIORS!!

V. ASSESS THE EXTENT TO WHICH YOUR SCHOOL’S LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT IS CONDUCIVE TO ACHIEVING EQUITABLE
EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES FOR AAS {337-62}
[this requires confronting your personal beliefs, values, prejudices, practices, etc. as
well as the norms of the organization (school district/school) that contribute to
inequitable learning opportunities and outcomes for AAS]

CULTURALLY COURAGEOUS LEADERSHIP DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONNAIRE
THE FOLLOWING TASK REQUIRES THE READER TO ASSESS THE EXTENT TO WHICH FIVE
STATEMENTS ACCURATELY REFLECT YOUR SCHOOL OR SCHOOL DISTRICT LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT. THESE STATEMENTS ARE ONLY A SMALL SAMPLE OF CONDITIONS
CRITICAL FOR ACHIEVING EQUITABLE EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES FOR AAS. TO THE
RIGHT OF EACH ITEM, PLACE A CHECK IN ONE OF THE COLUMNS INDICATING YOUR
RESPONSE, AND WRITE BELOW THE CHART AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT YOU ARE
PERSONALLY DOING ABOUT EACH ITEM IN YOUR WORK SETTING.

IN MY SCHOOL/SCHOOL DISTRICT, MOSTLY
ACCURATE

MODERATELY
ACCURATE

NOT AT ALL
ACCURATE

1. THE PREJUDICIAL ATTITUDES AND BIASES IN
THE LARGER COMMUNITY HAVE MAJOR
INFLUENCE ON WHAT HAPPENS IN SCHOOLS.

2. TEACHERS PARTICIPATE IN PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT ON EFFECTIVELY TEACHING
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENTS.

3. THERE IS NO PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ON HOW TO IMPLEMENT CULTURALLY
RESPONSIVE TEACHING IN A SYSTEMIC WAY.

4. TEACHER REFERRALS ARE
DISPROPORTIONATELY AAS.

5. STAFF SEEK KNOWLEDGE ABOUT AFRICAN
AMERICAN HISTORY AND CULTURE.

CULTURALLY COURAGEOUS LEADERSHIP IS NEEDED TO ADDRESS ALL OF THE ABOVE ITEMS.
WHAT ARE YOU DOING ABOUT WHAT YOU SAID IS HAPPENING IN YOUR SCHOOL/DISTRICT?
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SO WHAT?

The message in part three is multi-faceted. First, the claim is made that there are some conditions
that must be confronted and changed if ACE for AAS is to occur. These conditions are in school
districts and in the larger society. Second, the four components of CCL are described as specific
attitudes, values, behaviors, strategies, and competencies that are essential to lessen the negative
effects of the above conditions compromising equity. Third, recommendations are provided to
stimulate the readers’ way of seeing and responding to the cross cultural dynamics in school
communities which provide a perilous landscape to be traversed during the life long equity journey.

How does any of this translate into any kernels of wisdom the reader can utilize during their efforts
to improve the educational outcomes of African American students? It may not, but a case is made
that leaders of equity for AAS must possess certain qualities, skills, and dispositions. The foremost
competencies include being very politically skilled in influencing how equity challenges are defined
and tackled. The process is a large part of the product. Public education is one of the major
battlegrounds in American society, and will be for the foreseeable future. Culturally courageous
leadership is the next level of instructional leadership needed in all schools, regardless of their
demographic makeup.

Those aspiring to or in current leadership roles in education will make even more consequential
choices than in the recent past when it comes to how they and their colleagues respond to racial,
ethnic, socioeconomic, and cultural diversity. Profound consequences will be felt by all. The EWH,
parts one through four, has the purpose of helping you make those decisions.
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THE TIME IS HERE, THE TIME IS NOW! IF NOT US, THEN WHO? IF NOT NOW, THEN WHEN?

The time is now for attacking full force the many things we know need changing in the organizational

characteristics of many if not most schools/school districts attended by African American students

[AAS]. The time has come for every school district to stop any sidestepping and truly begin to

collaboratively walk their equity talk. The irony is that most think they are walking their talk, and

would claim they are not sidestepping. But the proof is in the pudding and the devil is in the details!

This is part four of the four-part Equity Walk Handbook (EWH) that in the first three parts repeatedly

urged rigorous and outcome based collaboration by persons with diverse life experiences,

perspectives, strengths, and concerns who want justice for AAS. EWH is designed to be a primer for

my book Walking the Equity Talk, a guide for culturally courageous leadership in school communities

(WTET). Academic and cultural excellence for African American students (ACE 4 AAS) requires

growth in equity consciousness, capacity, and commitment. The essential learning and working

conditions in school environments may seem elusive, but not if we have the collective will to

“democratize” cultural norms and outdated structures. A cultural norm needing to be democratized

is how achievement challenges are defined. An outdated structure is when there are organizational

silos between administrative supervision of schools, district curriculum/instruction services, equity

programs, such as parent outreach, college bound, and ethnic specific achievement gap initiatives.

Culturally courageous leaders can be students, parents, community members, support staff,

teachers, school site or district administrators. Whatever role they have in school communities, one

characteristic CCL’s have in common is their desire to lead by example in helping orchestrate

collective efforts to make schools into places that empower and effectively respond to all students,

particularly the historically underserved.

Part four of the Equity Walk Handbook focuses on the personal and organizational characteristics

that are needed to achieve equitable learning opportunities and outcomes. Four examples of what

constitutes culturally courageous leadership are identified and elaborated upon, as well as

commentary on two additional topics, one being a case study of CAAAE team dynamics in which

readers are engaged. The key words for part four are what it means to be a culturally
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courageous leader committed to ACE 4 AAS.

When you see red numbers in a bracket following a passage, e.g. {80-84}, that is a reference to

pages in WTET where additional information can be found on the subject.

FOUR EXAMPLES OF WHAT CCL SHOULD LOOK LIKE IN YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT CULTURALLY
COURAGEOUS LEADERS: {12-25, 28-42, 46-57, 60-68, 70-89}

1. Build trust, mediate conflict, and genuinely collaborate.

2. Aggressively seek new knowledge and skills that help them jump start their own personal

transformation.

3. Work with others to improve intergroup relations and achieve greater coalition building.

4. Help facilitate capacity building related to three standards categories that receive scant

attention but are a critical part of an infrastructure that enables equity initiatives to succeed:

A. opportunity to learn standards related to whether there is access to equitable

funding, the requisite materials, technology, facilities, culturally proficient teachers,

and adequate instructional time to meet student needs;

B. delivery standards related to planning and pedagogical knowledge needed to

effectively teach historically underserved students; and

C. professional development standards, related to whether equity trainers use adult

learning theory, state of the art knowledge about multimedia training strategies, &

provide ongoing customized follow up support.

Performance standards alone won’t help achieve equitable learning opportunities.

#1: MAKE IT PERSONAL!

Based on your experience, describe three things that must happen to achieve ACE 4 AAS in
your school district.

Culturally courageous leaders are willing to take unpopular actions to achieve equitable learning
opportunities and outcomes.

CCL BEHAVIORS AND STRATEGIES that increase equity consciousness, capacity, and commitment to ACE
4 AAS.
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Build Trust

As discussed in earlier parts of EWH, trust is the glue that will increase the likelihood of

achieving your equity goals for AAS. It must be pursued on an ongoing basis to secure

greater participation in and support for equity initiatives from a wide variety of culturally

diverse people. Some of them may have concerns about equity initiatives focused

specifically on AAS. It may not be politically correct to publicly express such feelings, so

resistance is often covert, which can be even more challenging. A common reaction to

focusing specifically on AAS is that equity initiatives should be on behalf of all students,

without targeting any one group. In some school districts, this tension may occur due to

demographic shifts that have resulted in more students of Hispanic/Latino background than

AAS in many urban schools. Any inequitable allocation of resources to AAS may contribute

to resentment, disparaging biased comments, and peer pressure to take one side or another.

Trust is needed on at least three levels: self, relational, and organizational, Steven R. N.

Covey, The Speed of Trust. One strategy to consider when wanting to improve trust is to

initially help the target audience identify things they have in common before asking them to

agree upon three communication problems within school community groups, between

groups, and between individuals.

Self, relational, and organizational trust are prerequisites for culturally courageous

leaders to work with others to achieve equity via personal and organizational transformation

SELF TRUST [being faithful to self]

Integrity = honesty

Good intentions are not enough; timely follow up is essential

Demonstrate integrity when it is costly

There is a relationship between integrity, credibility, and trust
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Self trust includes how you talk to yourself regarding equity and whether you believe

in your ability to make a difference

RELATIONAL TRUST [being faithful to others]

�� Integrity is also not enough; there is also a need for active listening, talking straight, respect, giving
the right impression via sense of urgency, & courage

�� Trust must be earned via emotional bank accounts and trust deposits
�� Consistency between words and deeds—walking your talk

Relational trust includes your responsiveness to others, keeping your commitments,

and not “overdrawing” from your emotional bank account with colleagues by saying

one thing and doing another. Trust deposits are made when you follow through.

ORGANIZATIONAL TRUST [being faithful to the organization]

“ORGANIZATIONS ARE PERFECTLY ALIGNED TO GET THE RESULTS THEY GET”

LOW TRUST ORGANIZATIONS HIGH TRUST ORGANIZATIONS

DISTORTION OF FACTS SHARING OF INFORMATION

WITHHOLDING INFORMATION INNOVATIVE AND CREATIVE

MISTAKES COVERED UP CONFRONTATION OF ISSUES

BADMOUTHING OTHERS PEOPLE SHARE CREDIT

MANY “UNDISCUSSABLES” TRANSPARENCY IS A VALUE

OVERPROMISE & UNDERDELIVER STRONG ACCOUNTABILITY ETHIC

UNPRODUCTIVE TENSION/FEAR PALPABLE VITALITY & ENERGY

Organizational trust in school districts is enhanced when the communication and accountability

norms regarding equity are honest and consistent across all levels.

For example, schools can depend on the district office to follow through on providing support for

accomplishing district goals/priorities, and vice versa. Providing support means more than allocation
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of staff and funds. Support is given in the attention given to equity initiatives, and making ongoing

efforts to assess and respond to whatever is needed. The district calendar is one of the most

revealing indicators of district priorities, not so much for what is in it but what is not in it.

Organizational trust is also enhanced when individuals explicitly state in writing how they will be

personally accountable for achieving ACE for AAS. School districts must provide the support for all

to be accountable, such as providing specific expectations, deliverables, & training related to

accountability for AAS, & then hold staff, departments, schools, etc. accountable based on

performance based measures. Some strategies to consider when wanting to improve trust are to:

o Strengthen collegial relationships so persons feel comfortable and safe in

discussing struggles or concerns about how to improve what is happening in their

school for AAS, and whether “privilege” for some contributes to AAS outcomes.

o Engage all in collectively developing a shared vision for equity.

o Learn about how ongoing classroom observation, supervision, and coaching of

teachers in culturally responsive instruction can be a strong form of support

o Create, use, and share performance portfolios related to ACE 4 AAS

Trust can be enhanced by using these strategies because they require more transparency,

collaborative decisions and actions, and daily/weekly follow up by all to enhance

communication, problem solving, and accountability.

#2: MAKE IT PERSONAL!

On a five point scale, with 1 meaning very little and 5 meaning to a great extent, assess and provide
examples of the extent to which you contribute to building greater trust in your work setting.

CCL BEHAVIORS AND STRATEGIES that increase equity consciousness, capacity, and commitment to ACE
4 AAS.
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Seek new Knowledge and Skills

Most educators, of all racial backgrounds, have had very limited if any exposure to content and

professional development that focuses on effectively teaching African American students. Even

when such exposure is experienced, there is often little follow up that includes in depth discussion,

critical reflection, and skill building, leading to changes in attitudes and behavior. Culturally

courageous leaders vigorously and persistently pursue learning about the African, African diaspora,

and African American experience, past &amp; present, to enhance their consciousness, competence,

and commitment. This can be life changing when it occurs. When CCL’s try to help others increase

their equity consciousness and skills, they can be more effective if they share with others how such

learning has increased their consciousness and responsiveness to the needs of AAS. Two of the

preeminent internationally known scholar practitioners who gave presentations at the 2016 CAAAE

Institute were Tony Browder and Chike Akua. Some topics discussed in their widely acclaimed

publications are shared to illustrate information needed by those committed to facilitating ACE for

AAS, and needed by AAS. Also refer to a definition of ACE 4 AAS in part 3 of EWH, re how the

topics align with the definition.

TONY BROWDER, SURVIVAL STRATEGIES FOR AFRICANS IN AMERICA, 13 STEPS TO FREEDOM [4 of the
13 are mentioned]

STEP ONE: Racism and White supremacy are the most persistent problems confronting Africans in

America. “The illusionary myth of race has been in existence for only two hundred years but it pales

incomparison with the ideology of white supremacy and the system of racism that it spawned.”

STEP TWO: Become aware of the power of the media

“A careful study of images that have made their way into the American media reveals a

pattern of distorted portrayals of African Americans. Racial insensitively runs rampant…….in

the media.”

STEP THREE: Perception precedes being…you are who you believe you are
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“…social engineering manufactured culturally deficient clones…infected with an

ingrained…cultural virus designed to prevent them from reaching their potential. …a new

definition of blackness is needed in all…”

STEP FOUR: Empower your mind…see the world through African eyes

“Information is essential if a person or group is to determine how to act in its own best

interests. (We) must reexamine all information…presented to us and evaluate it based on our

own personal and cultural experiences, our own histories, and our own myths.

How can knowing the 13 steps help to achieve ACE 4 AAS? These steps can change the way

we think about the educational process for AAS and how to better relate to and teach AAS;

the steps also provide ideas about what is needed to become culturally courageous leaders,

through stimulating self awareness and self determination.

CHIKE AKUA, HONORING OUR ANCESTRAL OBLIGATIONS, 7 steps to Black student success, and
EDUCATION FOR TRANSFORMATION, the keys to releasing the genius of African American Students
Identity Restoration (from 7 STEPS to Black Student Success)

�� In many regards, African American students are victims of cultural identify theft.

�� To honor ancestral obligations, the first step is identity restoration, by being taken through a

process to understand who you are, whose you are, where you come from, etc. Cultural

amnesia allows society to supplant an authentic African identity with an alien identity.

�� Because our history, culture, and identity were taken from us, we have become de-centered.
�� A deep understanding of family history helps mold and shape identity. In most schools across

the country, we are not taught the true history of African people.

�� Critical thinking is needed to reclaim consciousness via use of the Akua media and music

rating scales.

Education for Liberation (from 7 STEPS to Black Student Success)

�� We must place heavy emphasis on an understanding of history for the purpose of building a

firm foundation for identity.
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�� There was a time when Black people led the world in literary production, scientific innovation,

and wealth creation, which is thoroughly documented and proven with hard scientific

evidence (our collective story).

�� “The powerful will never educate the powerless to take their power from them.” Dr. John

Henrik Clarke

�� People connected to their culture are able to reproduce the best of the culture and extend the

greatness of their culture to a new level.

�� The keys to unlocking cultural memory include retrieving our lost history.

Education for Transformation (from keys to releasing the genius of African American students)

�� “The teacher opens the door to the universe so that the student may shine like a star” (from

African philosophy), by using the SEBA (ancient African) teaching methods of rituals, rhythm,

remembrance, repetition, and relationship.

�� The earliest documented system of education had its genesis in the Nile Valley of Africa.

�� Ancient African education was a cyclical process of initiation and transformation.

�� Over the past several decades, African American children have been sliding down a slippery

slope resulting in alien identity and underachievement.

�� This book is about the author’s transformational experiences of attempting to recapture and

reproduce the ancient African and African American philosophy of education and putting it

into his teaching practice for almost 20 years, with methods found to be effective in educating

African American students.

#3: MAKE IT PERSONAL!

The comments below, made by a small group of African American male high school students when
interviewed about their schooling experiences, reflect biased stereotypes & inequitable treatment

they receive from some students and from some of their teachers. {google Life Cycles of Inequity series}

�� “We are always in shackles, even if they are gold plated; we must stay in the ‘Black box.
�� “We are told to stop acting or talking White, stop acting Black, or ‘don’t act your color.”
�� “Our color is put down.”
�� “I don’t know where to start to challenge the stereotypes”
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�� “How can we embrace our culture without being put down?”
�� “Our teachers have lower expectations for us and give us higher grades for work not the same

quality as expected of White students.”
�� “We have double standards in discipline; for example being separated from each other if more

than two of us sit together, due to being accused of disrupting the class when it is someone else
who is talking or laughing.”

Identify five topics from the above books by Browder and Akua that might help this group of

students deal more effectively with what they are experiencing in their high school.

Explain your choices.

AND……..briefly describe how you think any of the above Browder and Akua topics can be

integrated into the district curriculum & student programs, with specifics on what would be done

CCL BEHAVIORS AND STRATEGIES that increase equity consciousness, capacity, and commitment to ACE
4 AAS.

Work With Others to Improve Intergroup Relations and Achieve Greater Coalition Building

In some school districts, there are few if any working relationships between staff in diverse

program areas, particularly when the work is to strengthen district capacity to improve the

education of AAS. When this is the case in a district prior to new systemic initiatives focusing on

the needs of African American students, then positive working relationships across

diverse job categories need to be developed or strengthened. Culturally courageous leaders

are able to discern the various communication and work styles within a target group, and

facilitate their capacity to develop an equity consciousness and work well together.

Coalitions are essential between Black, White, Hispanic, Asian, and other constituencies

within school communities, to learn more about equity challenges, engage in problem solving

on areas of interest, and develop consensus on equity priorities needing attention. School
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districts may not have taken efforts to build such multicultural coalitions, but the need to do

this is evident if one realizes there is often little political will and savvy to undertake

meaningful equity transformation, such as transformation in the role of the teacher, in the

teaching and learning process, and in how leadership occurs. Strong constituencies of

support are needed in school communities for successful equity initiatives to be sustained

across new superintendents and boards of education and school districts need to take a lead

in helping that happen. Community partnerships for equity are of critical importance.

#4: MAKE IT PERSONAL!

On a scale of 1-5, with 1 meaning not at all and 5 meaning to a great extent, rate and briefly discuss
your personal efforts within the last three years to improve intergroup relations and

community coalitions.

Help Facilitate Capacity Building Related to Three Standards Categories that Receive Scant Attention

For decades, most school effectiveness efforts have included a focus on teaching to content

standards that have been widely debated and revised many times. Even more controversy

has occurred over whether performance standards-based assessments have been reliable

measures to ascertain the degree of student academic achievement in key subject areas,

and to whether it is wise to spend so much time on teaching to the tests. But this myopic

attention to content and performance standards has been ill advised since it has not included

adequate capacity building and increased financial resources for developing and successfully

responding to opportunity to learn, delivery, and professional development standards. When

given priority, these three standards categories can be essential building blocks making it

more likely for AAS and other historically underserved students to benefit from culturally

responsive content and performance standards. Delivery standards, to the extent they are

explicated in state policy documents and by publishers of instructional materials, do not

explicitly address the needs of African American students, but do specify what is needed for

gifted students, special education students, and English language learners, among others.
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As stated above, the key characteristic of OTL standards is access to what is needed to

adequately meet student needs, in this case the academic and cultural needs of AAS.

Delivery standards depend on whether OTL standards are clearly articulated and receive

high priority. There is insufficient attention within school districts to helping teachers acquire

the knowledge and pedagogical expertise to meet the instructional needs of historically

underserved AAS. There is very little if any pretense that there is such a delivery standard.

Professional development standards help ensure that the OTL and Delivery standards are

part of a systemic multilayered approach to organizational transformation for equity. If the

training is not as comprehensive and engaging as needed, then delivery standards may be

lacking and will not be achieved. A key weakness in most PD models is the lack of quality

follow up support on an ongoing basis. Again, this requires a robust infrastructure to provide

such services. A key weakness in the infrastructure of most districts is the inadequate

attention to ongoing development and evolution of strong instructional leadership for equity,

especially the instructional leadership of teachers and all instructional staff.

The principalship is still being defined in many diverse urban districts like it was back in the

80’s or 90’s, when the role of all principals was limited for the most part to the school site.

Many principals are ready for being what I label a “principal liaison,” with responsibilities for

being team leaders of a group of principals, including implementing some on the job capacity

building. But because of site demands on time, principal liaisons cannot play this role without

district boards of education supporting a differentiated role for some principals and some

teachers as principal liaisons and teacher leaders with similar generic responsibilities but for

their peer group. Resource teachers and department or grade level chairs currently play a

leadership role to some extent, and it varies school by school in some districts and should

continue. Distributed leadership is essential for equity to gain traction.
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OTL, delivery, and PD standards can be drivers for many changes needed to achieve equity,

but are not pursued with the political and financial support needed. The U.S. congress in the

1990’s chose to not develop legislation related to OTL standards in fear that the cost would

be prohibitive for nationwide implementation, which is an irony since hundreds of millions

were spent on creation of content and performance standards which haven’t worked for many

of the historically underserved. The political reality is that our government and boards of

education don’t support the teaching and learning needed for the population served, and

when they do provide funding streams that can be tapped, the first thing eliminated during

budget cuts is out of the classroom support. Equity may suffer when that happens.

#5: MAKE IT PERSONAL! {322}

If you had the power to cause an instant improvement to a standards category currently
receiving the lowest priority in your work setting, what would that standards category be and

the improvement needed? Include attention in your answer to ‘unpacking’ the major
obstacles in your work setting to higher priority for your chosen standards category.

A ‘WALKING YOUR EQUITY TALK’ exercise when trying to achieve ACE 4 AAS

CASE STUDY ON ACCOUNTABILITY

Achieving accountability for substantive and systemic equity initiatives is a national challenge. The

four parts of this equity walk handbook would be remiss if they didn’t include explicit attention to what

is currently being experienced in a district trying to gain traction on a new equity initiative for AAS.

The reader is requested to think about what you would do given these circumstances, e.g. what

needs to be changed or reset, what should be the priorities at this stage, and what should the

change model (i.e. theory of action) be vs. what it has been. The interpretation below is only

one perspective and therefore subject to bias.

You are encouraged to refer to all appropriate sections of EWH as you address the above questions.

In the 2016-2017 school year, a school district requested and was provided a coach by the CALIFORNIA
ALLIANCE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN EDUCATORS (CAAAE) to serve as a resource to help them follow up in
developing and implementing plans for beginning systemic efforts to improve the educational
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opportunities and outcomes of AAS. This district had ten participants in the CAAAE 2016 summer institute.
The requirements for this support being provided include:

1. Creating plans that build upon the content of presentations at the 2016 CAAAE Institute,

2. Having teachers, support staff, and parent representatives on their school site teams, and

3. Using EWH as a resource in their work.

In addition, school site teams agreed to develop milestones for the school year, based on their

theory of action about what is necessary to lay a foundation for achieving ACE 4 AAS.

TIMELINES FOR MILESTONES IN DISTRICT FOLLOW UP PLAN:

�� by the December holiday break
�� by April 1
�� by June 1

MAJOR CHALLENGES BEING EXPERIENCED THAT NEED TO BE ADDRESSED

�� Unstated concern about implementing concepts introduced (e.g. CCL, ACE 4 AAS, systemic)
�� Inability to involve teachers who are team members in the project, or additional teachers
�� Limited follow through in what is done by teams in between their monthly team meetings
�� Incomplete team membership, lacking the required teacher and parent participation at school site

and district team meetings
�� An initial lack of school district funding for teachers to participate during/after school
�� Timelines for follow up on identifying specific milestones have not been kept

COMMENTARY ON THE CONTEXT

This project did not begin with the district team having full awareness of what would be expected of

them before they came to the Institute. One of the requirements for receiving follow up support is

building upon (i.e. integrating content into existing curriculum/programs) the Institute content. But

not all members of the team attended the institute or not all of the institute presentations, and that

has continued in follow up activities since the Institute. The skills for planning and implementing such

curriculum integration have not been an ongoing focus. The demands of the regular jobs each team

member has make it very difficult for team members to fully participate, especially to perform tasks in

between team meetings. This constraint is further complicated by the team not having undesignated

discretionary funds to facilitate teacher involvement during or after the school day, which they were

not told about before submitting their budgets to the district office at the end of the last school year.
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The district is beginning to engage in capacity building related to the development of lessons that

combine common core content and academic engagement activities. Integrating culturally

responsive instruction (i.e. Institute content) is not part of the early roll out at this time.

The school district hasn’t currently developed the support systems necessary to assist schools

engaged in such a project that focuses explicitly and exclusively on the learning opportunities and

outcomes of AAS. Principal support, site programs, and focus on AAS achievement varies by site.

Sustaining movement on this project has been affected by limited accessibility to the assigned

coach, and by the district norms around providing long term district support for any project initiated

by an out of district provider. Communication & problem solving norms related to project challenges

are inadequate. BUT, the three principals in the team did schedule in district presentations by two of the

major Institute presenters for their staff, and very few attended from the high school.

#6: MAKE IT PERSONAL!

GIVEN THIS EXPLANATION OF THE CONTEXT IN WHICH THE CHALLENGES ARE BEING
EXPERIENCED, WHAT WOULD YOU SUGGEST BE DONE TO ENABLE THE PROJECT TO

CONTINUE AND ACHIEVE THE DESIRED UPON OUTCOMES?

The reader should think and respond like a culturally courageous leader to the prompt above, based on
how CCL has been discussed in all four parts of EWH, but especially based on what is provided in part four,
and based on the reader’s personal/professional experience.

NO EXCUSES! THE TIME IS NOW! {146-47, 269-286}

Achieving equitable educational opportunities and outcomes for African American students has

been the focus of this four part handbook. While culturally courageous leadership has been strongly

advocated as a vehicle for achieving such a goal, it is necessary for the reader to see it as only one of

the models and approaches that you need to be prepared to undertake, based on the collaborative

analysis by you and others of what the situation requires. Significant change in any organization is

usually slow, and full of two steps forward and one step back, if you are lucky. As stated earlier in

this EWH, when transformative relationships can be formed along the way, the desired outcomes

are infinitely more probable than just possible. Your equity journey begins with one step at a time.
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Don’t talk yourself into rationalizing why you aren’t the right person, with the right whatever, to be

involved in working to achieve greater cultural democracy as reflected in equitable outcomes for

AAS. You can do it if you make up your mind that for you, it is not an option to not take on the

mantle of culturally courageous leadership. Keep in mind the following do’s and don’ts:

1. When planning an equity initiative, it is important to try engaging representatives of all

stakeholders in a visioning process.

2. Pilot and phase in whatever you are attempting so you can learn more about your audience.

3. Be prepared to deal with pushback; it is your job to ‘sell’ the need described, so others agree

it is a change they want to happen. However, don’t let ‘equity hustlers’ misrepresent you.

4. Focus on winning the war, not on winning each battle. Know when to fold or hold.

5. Do not delegate inappropriately and do not try to be a Lone Ranger in equity pursuits.

6. Do not limit attention to one category of injustices.

7. Never stop making attempts to enhance your leadership influence.

8. Don’t underestimate the scope and intensity of the resistance you might encounter to the

structural, cultural, and political changes needed.

THE TIMING IS NEVER PERFECT FOR PURSUING SOCIAL JUSTICE. DON’T FEAR SOME UNACCEPTABLE

CONSEQUENCES, JUST SHOULDER THROUGH THEM. DON’T TELL YOURSELF THIS WORK IS TOO

STRESSFUL. ANYTHING WORTHWHILE IS GOING TO BE STRESSFUL. YOU CAN REALLY DO IT!!!!!!!

AND SO IT IS……....


